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ABSTRACT
A CRITICAL AND CREATIVE APPROACH TO
ENHANCING STUDENT WRITING
SEPTEMBER 1992
WILLIAM E. PORTER, B.A. BOSTON COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT BOSTON
Directed by: Professor Delores Gallo

Teachers are always looking for ways to enhance
their students/ writing abilities.

The approach of

this thesis ls to expose students directly to current
theory on process writing while also discussing a piece
of metafiction, a novel which acknowledges its
awareness of Its own status as fiction.

Process

writing theory ls infused with a unit on Kurt
Vonnegut/s Slaughterhouse-Five in order to connect
theory and practice in writing.

This immersion ln the

theory, creative practice and critical evaluation of
writing ls designed to expand students/ awareness of
their innate language-making abilities.
A curriculum was implemented in a 12th grade,

heterogeneously grouped English class.

Four types of

writing were ~mployed: 1> two essays of the student/s
own process were written, one before the unit and the

iv

other after the unit; 2) a freewriting Journal on
student reading throughout the unit was kept; 3> a
dally summary of in-class activities was written; and
4) a creative reaction to the unit was developed.
Three students were followed after exposure to the
unit, and their writing was evaluated ln order to see
the impact of this immersion. Evidence of their
metacognition, creative development and motivation was
then observed.

The results of the proJect were

positive; the essays ln particular showed a clear
improvement in metacognltlon and motivation.
The implications beyond this curriculum are
important.

Students who view themselves as writers and

who share the variety of roles of the writer find the
freedom to discover themselves more fully.

When

writing ls seen as a process ln which all learners are
involved, attitudes clearly change.

The teacher who

shares power within the classroom and allows students
more ownership over their ideas has a better
opportunity to influence student attitudes about
making-meaning.

The direct knowledge of writing theory

proved beneficial ln the practice of writing.
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I

INTRODUCTION

In the first chapter of Slaughterhouse-Five, Kurt
Vonnegut writes,
I would hate to tell you what this lousy little
book cost me in money and anxiety and time. When I got
home from the Second World War twenty years ago, I
thought it would be easy for me to write about the
destruction of Dresden, since all I would have to do ls
report what I had seen. And I thought, too, that it
would be a masterpiece or at least make me a lot of
money, since the subject was so big. But not many
words about Dresden came from my mind then - not enough
of them to make a book, anyway. And not many words
come now, either, when I have become an old fart with
his memories and Pall Malls, with his sons full grown
(p.2).

This quote pinpoints a conunon student writing
dilemma; not many words come from the students/ minds
on a variety of issues about which they should have
plenty to say.

Where do the words come from?

We sit

in front of a piece of paper, hesitate, exasperate,
stumble and delay.
right ones, anyway.

And not many words come.

Not the

The concept for my thesis springs

from this dilemma.
The purpose of this thesis ls to create a
teaching unit to help students figure out better ways
to make the words come, to enhance the writing
processes which they possess, and to change the ways in
which they think about writing.

1

My approach is

designed to help students discover their writing
processes through three particular strategies:
1.

Thinking and writing critically about current

theories on writing, students will read four selections
on the theory of process writing and react to them
convergently in Journal reactions.
2.

Closely observing a novelist in the process of

making meaning, students wll l read Vonnegut~s novel in
four parts and connect each to process theory, to
themselves as writers and also to themselves as
readers, taking both a convergent and a divergent
position on the literature.
3.

Recording observations of their own processes In

Journals on their experiences while reading and writing
in the unit, students will be asked to take a
metacognitive stance in looking at their theory
Journals and the Journals they wrote on the novel.
They will, in other words, become immersed in the
theory, creative practice, and critical evaluation of
writing.

Their written reactions about theory in

conjunction with their written reactions to life and
literature will allow them to see both sides of the
writing coin.
Students will be encouraged to think about how
they do what they do, or do metacognition on their
writing process, in order to improve it. They wil 1
create writing, enJoy reacting to fiction. read

2

theoretical analyses of process, and critically analyze
themselves, their peers, and professional writers of
fiction and non-fiction.

The focus ls broad for a

specific reason; everyone creates his own process and
everyone has his own voice.

This fundamental idea ls a

l !berating one, in my opinion.

It seems reasonable to

contend that students, motivated by a writer they enjoy
reflecting on his lnabl lity to write, will connect
directly to their own experiences.
The primary subject matter of this unit will be
the novel Slaughterhouse-Five.

The reason for choosing

this particular book ls the unique opportunity Vonnegut
creates for studying a writer in the process of
writing.

The novel ls a piece of metafictlon; the

novelist talks to his audience about the process of
creating his story while writing lt.

He discusses

directly his motivation to write and his difficulties
along the way in the first chapter, then fashions a way
to make meaning of the holocaust in which he was
involved in a powerfully creative novel.

In a sense he

models the behavior this project ls attempting to
enhance.

We get a clear look at a writer observing

himself as he writes.

The central motivator for

Vonnegut's writing this book ls his personal tragedy in
World War II, but the students will have the freedom to
search their own lives for opportunities to make
meaning while watching themselves as well.

3

Another central reason for using this novel ln
conjunction with writing theory comes from my agreement
with Ann Berthoff/s belief that reading and writing
should always be taught together (1982).

This book ls

an excellent vehicle because the analysis of Vonnegut/s
text will naturally lead to direct thinking about the
students/ own writing processes. They will be
encouraged to find, in their own experiences, topics
about which they feel compelled to write.

They should

also be comforted by Vonnegut/a honesty as he struggles
to portray the events that changed his life.

His

confrontation with his inability to put his own
perceptions of reality into words parallels many a
student/a writing woes.
Along with this novel four selections from
theorists of process writing will be taught directly.
Those of Peter Elbow, James Moffett, Ann Berthoff and
Donald Murray will be read and analyzed.

Their direct

commentary on the various aspects of writing will be
viewed against the backdrop of the novelist in action.
Theories on narrative stances, freewritlng, a theory of
composing and an overview of the process approach to
writing will serve to both analyze Vonnegut/a work and
enhance the students/ processes.
It ls my belief that this intensive month of
immersion into the theory, practice and applications of
writing will change the students/ perceptions of

4

putting pen to paper.

The students/ experiences as

crltlcs, practltloners and evaluators wlll create new
understanding of the multiple facets of writing.

Their

exposure to fiction, theory and their sharing of their
own wrltlng will enhance their processes and help them
show themselves that they have much to say.

They will

have the opportunity to experience the multiple roles
of fiction writer, theorist and evaluator as well as to
analyze these roles as reader and writer.
The last aspect central to process writing
Included herein ls the role of the teacher as learner,
modelling the behaviors being taught in the unlt.

The

teacher freewrites with the class and keeps a Journal,
and he shares his perceptions as a part of class
discussion.

Since wrltlng ls being used as a discovery

tool, not as a problem to be overcome, the teacher does
not act as the mediator of the theory, but as another
learner approaching a difficult subject matter.

Critical Thinking

This project employs some of the fundamental
strategies currently predominant in the field of
critical thinking today.

The definition of critical

thinking and the approach to its development being used
here are those of Swartz and Perkins (1989).

5

They

11
•••

Interpret critical thinking to concern the critical

examination and evaluation - actual and potential - of
beliefs and courses of action Cp.37). 11
Rather than simply teaching the framework of
process writing, a critical thinking skll I Important in
a student/s academic advancement, these Ideas are
infused into the study of a novel that lends itself to
that concept because, "It ls insufficient merely to
help students become aware of the classification of
their types of thinking Cp.180). 11

Students will be

encouraged to apply the thinking ski I Is they have been
taught to a variety of contexts In order to promote the
transfer of these skills.
The planning of this unit has been guided by
Swartz and Perkins/ "Three Questions for the Teacher to
Ask Him/Herself In Restructuring for Infuslon 11

:

1. What are the details of the kind of thinking I want
to help my students learn?
2. Where, in what I already teach, ls there content
that can be used for this type of thinking?
3. How will I organize lessons in which I teach for
this sort of thinking? Cp. 74>
For example, one kind of thinking In the rehearsal
stage of writing ls the concept of "mapping" or
"webbing", a visual way of discovering and outlining
material so a writer can see the relationships present
in it. In Chapter One of the novel Slaughterhouse-Five
Vonnegut states,

11

The best outline I ever made (for
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this novel) was on the back of a roll of wallpaper in
crayon (p. 6). 11

From this comment can come a

discussion of "webbing" as a form of framewor-king ideas
in the rehearsal stage of writing.

Along with teaching

a visual way of outining ideas directly, the example of
an author- using the concept reinforces this skill.
When Vonnegut comments that he had written
thousands of pages, thrown them away, and despairs
about ever finishing his book (p.15), two stages of
writing, rehearsal and r-evision, can be inferred from
these comments.

Students can empathize with a writer

who feels that what he has done isn't ver-y good and
observe the end results of his perser-verance as well.
Through the strategy of keeping a journal on student
reading and encouraging students to observe the
novelist's comments about wr-iting directly, they will
structure their own theories on the pr-ocess of writing
as well as gaining experience in the practice of these
theories.

Metacoanition

Metacognition ls a term normally seen in the
realm of cognitive psychology, but my attempt ls to
apply the principle of deliberately and consciously
manipulating cognitive skills in a process based,

7

discovery mode.

By being aware of the rehearsal,

drafting and revising stages while processing language,
can student performances be enhanced?

True process

writing encourages thinking about thinking ln some very
helpful ways.
For the purposes of this project a specific
definition of types of metacognitlon ls necessary.
Three types of metacognltion in writing will be
observed. 'Declarative' metacognltlon ls knowing .th.al
writing includes prewriting, considering audience and
purpose, drafting, revising, and editing.

'Procedural'

metacognitlon ls knowing how to use the above
strategies.

'Conditional' metacognltion ls knowing

when and why to use them <Raphael, Englert
1989).

&

Kirschner,

Students wll l discover the principles of

process, how to use these principles and when and why
they are applicable to their writing processes.

These

self-regulatory mechanisms will be drawn from the four
process theorists around whom this unit ls structured.
The approaches to be used in introducing
Metacognition Instruction come from Swartz and Perkins:
1. Prompting Aware Uses of Thinking Skills. <Using
thinking terms to mark the presence of thinking
activities.)
2. Prompting Strategic Uses of Thinking Skills.
<Providing a list of components or a series of steps
for students to follow in doing a certain type of
thinking.>
3. Prompting Reflective Uses of Thinking Skills.
<Helping students monitor their thinking by describing
8

it, helping students reflect on effective ways of doing
this type of thinking, and then asking them to direct
their thinking accordingly.) <p. 187)
At the outset students wl11 be prompted to be
aware of the uses of the particular thinking skill
under scrutiny.

For example, Chapter One of Vonnegut/s

novel and Peter Elbow/s piece on freewriting will be
matched up to show similarities in the ways in which
both the novelist and the theorist seem to use the
freewriting strategy to generate ideas.

Each of the

four theorists to be read in this project will be used
to present an important central concept about writing.
Strategic uses of the specific thinking skills of
process writing will be reinforced with Donald Murray/s
concepts that writing involves rehearsal, drafting and
revision in a recursive way.

Students will learn the

strategies Murray suggests directly and have the
opportunity to use these strategies in three formal
writing assignments. In submitting each assignment all
the steps of the process of their creation will also be
submitted.

Rehearsals, drafts and revisions wll 1 show

the students the effectiveness of his approach to
creating writing.
Reflective uses of the thinking skill of writing
will be enhanced by student freewriting journals; these
will focus on students/ retrospective descriptions of
how they wrote what they did and prescriptive self
instructions about what they have left to write about

9

assignments yet to be completed.

Students wil 1 be

encouraged to analyze their current writing strategies
and to learn about themselves as writers in their
second entry Journal responses.

By re-reading early

Journal entries and commenting again on their first
perceptions they will observe themselves immersed in
the process of making meaning with language.

They will

be encouraged throughout this project to develop a
metacognitive approach to writing.

Creative Thinking

Writing seems by definition to be a creative act,
the evolution of something from nothing.

A writer

stares at a blank page and language starts to stream
forth from nowhere.

However, more than Just the

mystery of where the words came from is at the heart of
this endeavor.

In this project an important element ls

the empathy necessary to spark student inquiry.
Delores Gallo wrote that, "There ls a long tradition in
both philosophy and psychology that distinguishes
thought fr-om feeling (p.99). 11

While I agr-ee with this

pr-emise it seems to me that in wr-iting, these two must
natur-ally meld.

Behind each word an author chooses

lies a bit of feeling, a smatter-ing of the author/s
voice, struggling to make itself hear-d.

10

In the best of

modern discourse ln any realm Iles passion and
convlctlon as well as logic and reason.
I agree with Gal Io's contention that, "the
specific emotions, often called the altrulstlc emotions
or empathy, may actually have a positive effect on
reasoned judgment ln a variety of contexts <Gal lo,
p.99)."

The fundamental engine of this project ls the

attempt to catch the students' hearts by putting them
in the same position in which Vonnegut found himself in
his masterpiece.

They will have been exposed to a

great deal of information over the course of a month.
In a sense they are trying to make meaning out of the
chaos of one novelist and four theorists.

At the same

time, however, they must use their minds to construct
meaning out of these experiences.
The final project in my unit asks students to
fashion a creative written reaction based on their
experiences with Vonnegut's novel as well as with the
writing theorists to whom they have been exposed.
Students are asked to put themselves in his spot as
they open up after a month of immersion in a variety of
aspects of the writing process.

Vonnegut wrote, "I

thought that it <Slaughterhouse-Five>

would be a

masterpiece or at least make me a lot of money, because
the subject was so big.

But not many words about

Dresden came to my mind then - not enough of them to
make a book, anyway (p.2)."

I did not expect my

11

students to write a book after this project, but the
writing that they produced at the end did capture some
moments of their lives that were "beautiful and
surprising and deep Cp.88)."
In her conclusion to her autobiography~

Wrlter/s Beginnings Eudora Welty writes,
It ls our inward Journey that leads us through time
- forward or back, seldom ln a straight line, most
often spiraling. As we discover, we remember;
remembering, we discover; and most intensely do we
experience this when our separate Journeys converge
(p.102).
She calls this /confluence/ and states that "the
greatest confluence of all ls that which makes up the
human memory Cp.104)."

I view critical and creative

thinking in a similar way; this project is an attempt
at a confluence of ideas and approaches to help
students understand their own writing processes more
ful ]y.

In this understanding they will also come to

view themselves differently as we! I; they wll 1 come to
see themselves as writers and thinkers somewhere on the
road to making sense and meaning of the world.
an inward Journey worth taking.

12

It ls

CH APTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter will discuss the domain of writing
theory in five distinct sections.

The question central

in the field today wll 1 be addressed first.

Is writing

a process which we possess or a problem we must solve?
Next the modern debate about theories of composition
will be observed.

Thirdly the origins of modern

writing theory will be reviewed.

An overview of the

modern philosophical debate will come next.

Finally

wil I come the theoretical support for this project, and
lt will be divided into four parts, focussing on the
four theorists on whom this project ls based.

Welting: Process or Problem?

It ls an overslmpllflcatlon to spilt modern theory
on writing into two camps, but it ls helpful to begin
in this way.

Writing ls seen as problem solving by

some and as process by others.

There ls no question

that writing can be a problem to be solved in many
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situations, and the mentality that there are strategies
to attack this problem ls attractive.

On the other

side are theorists who see writing as a fluctuating
continuum; writers rehearse, draft and revise In a
somewhat circular progression.

Recently there have

been attempts to blend the /writing as problem/
approaches with process writing theories, but there
seems to remain a fundamental divergence In philosophy
between the two camps.
There ls mixed research that suggests the
advantages of the process approach to writing as well
as some evidence that implies the problem solving
approach has merit.

George Hillocks did a

meta-analysis of the empirical research In the field of
composition theory in 1986 and drew some tentative
conclusions.

He began with over 6,000 pieces of

research but had to limit his analysis to 2,000 studies
because of the inconsistencies in the ways in which
many of the studies were conducted.

His conclusions

are interesting but, by his own admission, limited.
To conclude, in composition theory presently there
ls no definitive decision about what works best in the
teaching of writing.
its opinions.

The field ls amazingly split in

Empirical research of a consistent

nature ls hard to come by and therefore some discussion
involves a way to put a standardized type of research
tool in place.

This idea flies ln the face of those

14

who see WLltlng as a type of self-expression and as
art.

Clearly more work needs to be done in coming to

solid conclusions of how writing is best taught.

The Modero Debate

The only attempt at a comprehensive study of
reseaLch on writing has been done by George Hillocks.
In his meta-analysis Hillocks categorized current
writing instruction in three ways.

These are his

categories and his conclusions follow.

Presentational Mode.
1. This approach has relatively clear and specific
objectives.
2. The class consists of lecture and teacher led
discussion of concepts to be learned and applied.
3. The class studies models to explain and illustrate
concepts.
4. Specific assignments are given imitating a pattern
or fol lowing rules that have been discussed.
5. Feedback for student writing comes primarily from
teachers (pp. 116-117).

Natural Process Mode.
1. This approach has generalized objectives <for
example, to increase fluency and ski] l in writing).
2. Freewriting about student interests, either in a
Journal or as a way of exploring a subject, is an
important device.
3. Students write primarily for an audience of their
peers.
4. Feedback from peers ls generally positive.
5. Students have opportunities to revise and rework
writing.
6. There ls a high level of interaction between
students (p.119).
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Environmental Mode.
1. This approach has clear and specific objectives
(for example, to increase the use of figurative
language and specific detail in writing).
2. Materials and problems are selected to engage
students with each other in specifiable processes
important to some aspect of writing.
3. Activities such as small group, problem centered
discussions, conducive to high levels of peer
interaction concerning specific tasks, are utilized
(p. 122).

In his conclusion Hillocks stated that the
presentational mode, or what would be called the
traditional way of teaching writing <with the teacher
lecturing students about proper grammar, structure and
content> was proven ineffective by his research.
second category, natural process mode,

The

he found to be

superior to the traditional approach but inferior to
his next category.
best.

He saw the "environmental mode" as

Small group directed instruction seemed to

produce the best writing in his opinion.

This mode

shares the peer conferencing element with the process
mode, but the groups are not left to find their own
topics, hence the directed instruction.

He concluded,

"Environmental instruction moves beyond process without
abandoning it (p.248)."
Shortly after the publication of this research
controversy arose.

Critics saw the categories Hillocks

established to be overly general and the types of
research he was reporting on to be flawed.

Robert

Schwegler, in an article in College English entitled,
"Review: Conflicting methods in composition research,"
16

argued that the four modes of instruction are contructs
"only partly validated by a single study conducted by
the author (1988, p.451). 11

Schwegler agrees that

Hillocks/ work was a noble attempt to oversee the
empirical research of a tremendously disparate field,
but more work needs to be done.

Also, Hillocks/ study,

by its design, only chose empirical studies that flt
his research criteria.

This ls understandable given

the magnitude of his task, but it leaves the door open
for further investigations.

The Origins of Modern Writing Theory

The division of opinion on composition theory ls a
fairly recent phenomenon.

In fact, prior to 1963 no

overview on research in the composition field had been
attempted.

There were few alternatives provided to the

teachers of English beyond the traditional or
presentational mode of instruction.
James Moffett, in his seminal work Teaching the
Universe of Discourse, criticized English teachers for
ignoring the reality of teaching writing.

He reasons

that English ls a symbol system which ls not primarily
about itself.

"The most natural assumption about

teaching any symbol system should be that the student
employ his time using that system ln every realistic
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way it can be used, not that he analyze it or study it
as an object (1968, p.7)."

He continues, "Once we

acknowledge that English is not properly about itself,
then a lot of phoney assignments and much of the
teacher/s confusion can go out the window Cp.7-8)."
Donald Murray states it this way, "In teaching the
process we have to look, not at what the students need
to know, but what they need to experience (1980,
p.13)."
An early problem solving approach to writing was
presented in a brief article in College English by
Janice Lauer (1970> and it included a bibliography of
relevant psychological articles she felt would help
open up the field of composition study and make it more
scientific.

Ann Berthoff/s response <1971> and the

ensuing debate about process versus problem stems from
that time.

Berthoff held that empirical studies leave

out many factors with which English teachers should be
concerned.

In her latest book, The Sense of Learning,

she writes, "A positivist conception of language as a
/communications medium,/ as a set of muffin tins into
which the batter of thought ls poured, leads to
question-begging representations and models of the
composing process C1990, p .12)."
Process writing implies writing to learn more
about ourselves and the world; writing as problem
solving seems to argue that we need to learn specific
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stategles in order to write.

It recollects the debates

between Plato and the sophists.

Can we put a structure

on top of any argument to make it succeed or is there a
truth we are trying to convey?

In a review of Linda

Flower/s book, Pcoblem Solylnq strategies for Welting,
Anthony Petrosky felt Flower/s approach,
writing ln a vacuum Cp.234).

11

11

•••

puts

Cognitive psychologists

try to come up with practical, concrete stategles for
students to apply whereas process theorists ask writers
to discover their purpose or path through writing.

An overview

The field of composition theory ls an extremely
divided one presently.

The types of studies being

conducted vary from natural inquiry, using a case study
method, to experimental research, which relies on the
scientific method.

There ls not much agreement on what

should be studied in the first place; how should we
define /good writing/?
piece to piece;

The terminology varies from

process writing becomes the /natural

process mode/ and then ls referred to as /expresslvist
theory/.

Writing as problem solving ls cal led the

/cognitive school/ ln one article then the /positivist
conception of language/ elsewhere.

Recently a third

school, social constructionist theory, has arisen in
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composition studies.

This ls also referred to as /new

pragmatism/ or /dialogism/.

This theory

11

•••

ls based

on the assumption that writing is primarily a social
act ... wrlting re-externalizes the language of
internalized conversation <Bruffee, 1986, pp.784-785)."
Lester Faigley/s article, "Competing theories of
process: a critique and a proposal," (1986) looks at
what he feels are the weaknesses of each of the three
views.

He believes the expressivlst view ls too

focussed on the personal domain.
cognitive vlew ls too value free.

He argues that the
Finally he says the

social view ls yet unformed and ignores what cannot be
discussed ln writing.

He concludes that

11

•••

soclal and

historical forces shape the teaching of writing," Cp.
537) and ... "writing processes take place as part of a
structure of power Cp.538). 11
A helpful way of seeing the conflict between
process theorists and cognitive theorists can be found
in El lzabeth and Wl 11 iam House/s article, "Problem
solving: the debates in composition and psychology
(1987>."

They see the argument in terms of internal

validity versus external validity. "The cognitive view
is searching for theoretical or experimental
consistency, control, and narrowness, or internal
validity.

The process view seeks external validity,

addressing wholes rather than parts of experience,
seeking to solve practical human problems Cp. 73>."
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Lester Faigley sums it up well, "Expressivist theorists
validate personal experience in school systems that
often deny it (1986, p.537)."

This approach ls most

conducive to the unit to be created in this thesis.

Theoretical Support £or this Pcoiect

One of my standards for Judging theorists for this
project ls to evaluate the ways in which they write
about theory.

Linda Flower and Robert Hayes are

probably the predominant names in the /writing as
problem-solving/ field today, and their prose ls
extremely dense and awkward.

In contrast, process

writing theorists Peter Elbow and Donald Murray are
lucid and enJoyable to read.

Since a key point in this

project is al lowing students to read theory themselves,
readability is an important concern.
Also, both Elbow and Murray are writers by
profession, indicating some concrete proof of the
effectiveness of their methods.

Murray won a Pulitzer

Prize in 1954 for his reporting and continues to write
a column in the Boston Globe. Elbow has published
widely outside of the field of writing theory and his
most recent book,

What ls English? (1990) develops a

number of issues in which any English teacher should be
interested.
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The larger issue, however, ls that writing ls more
than one specific skill; there are a number of
different types of writing.

Writing can reveal self,

help discover the world, editorialize or report
scientific results.

It ls my contention that the

rudiments of process writing can span all categories of
writing, but it ls understandable that many people do
want a set of steps to follow.

For some teachers the

control of a student~s learning ls their primary Job.
In this era of accountability student writers have lost
some of the power they had recently gained.

It ls my

belief that instruction in writing must be student
centered; writing, after all, ls the ultimate in
individual expression.
In this project I am primarily treating writing as
a learning and discovery tool, and not as an obstacle
to be overcome.

For that reason I am using process

writing theorists as my theoretical foundation.
Furthermore, if students perceive writing as a problem
to be solved, it distances them more from their
inherent ability to make meaning. In a nutshell, my
attempt here is to address the enhancement of student
writing in a more "organic" way.
Since the concept of this project requires
students to directly read theory on process writing, in
particular four selections from four process theorists,
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I will discuss the writers and the pieces to be taught
next.

Donald Murray

The most succinct and readable article I have come
across explaining process writing ls a piece written by
Donald Murray entitled

11

Writing as Process: How Writing

Finds Its Own Meaning (pp.3-19). 11 This wil I be the most
thorough piece of process theory to which my students
will be exposed.
meaning

11

Murray cal Is the process of evolving

a constant revolt against Intent Cp.3). 11

continues to explain that, in writing,

11

He

the symbols of

language assume a purpose of their own and instruct the
reader during the composing process Cp.3). 11
In an sense, as we write we tell ourselves what we
think.
11

Paralleling Ann Berthoff's concepts of

feedback 11 and

11

feedforward 11

,

later, Murray coins the terms
11

writeread 11

•

which will be considered
11

readwrite 11 and

We look at what we 1 ve put on the page and

then extend it.

As the pen finishes its movement we

hasten to view where we have just gone.

These minute

and larger processes occur again and again as we move
from rehearsal, to drafting, to revising and back
again~

It is impossible to completely understand this

process by looking backward at the printed page. Murray
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argues, because,

11

Process can not be inferred from

product any more than a pig can be inferred from a
sausage Cp.3)."
Murray sees writing as a movement from rehearsal,
where the writer prepares for writing without being
sure that anything wll l follow, through drafting, where
the writer attempts to allow the writing to find its
own meaning, into revising, where the writing stands
apart from the writer and the writer interacts with it.
These stages, in Murray/s opinion, are not distinct.
Early drafts are almost total exploration; the
writer ls searching for topics and approaches to them.
Later drafts deal almost entirely with clarification;
the fine tuning of developed Ideas ls the goal.
However, the processes of rehearsal, drafting and
revising go on over and over again at every step, from
freewritlng to final editing of an article for
publication.
Minute by minute, perhaps second by second - or
less at certain stages of the process - the writer may
be rehearsing, drafting and revising, looking back and
looking forward, and acting upon what ls seen and heard
during the backward sensing and forward sensing (p.7>.
The conclusion of Murray/s article deals with how
best to teach writing.

Echoing Ann Berthoff/s

sentiments, Murray feels that we have to look, "not at
what students need to know, but what they need to
experience Cp.13)."

Moffett made similar observations

in his work as well, as did Peter Elbow.
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All four

theorists feel the writing process ls taught primarily
through experience with writing.

Ann

Becthoff

A more theoretical piece on writing to which
students will be exposed ls from the introduction of
Ann Berhoff's book, Forming. Thinking. Writing
(pp.1-12).

She begins with the philosophy underlying

her approach to the process of writing.

She feels that

"making sense of the world ls composing (p.11), 11 and
composing she simply defines as putting things
together.
In constructing our own realities, we make meaning
from the chaos of our senses. This act we perform ls,
in her opinion, a basic, natural tendency of an active
mind.

She connects this natural tendency directly to

the writing process.

As we generalize and abstract

from our sense experiences, so do we organize our
thoughts as we write.

She differentiates between

conscious, deliberate generalizing ln writing and the
natural, random generalizing done in dealing with
reality, but feels the similarities are more important
than the differences.

She writes, "We teach our

students how to form by teaching them that they form
(p.2).

11

Her belief in a natural meaning making
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capacity within each student ls central to this project
on student writing.
Berthoff defines her concept of thinking as
"seeing relationships".

Meanings are relationships; "I

see" ls both a physical act and an expression of
understanding.

We find meanings, she feels, in the

process of working and playing with what language
provides, the raw material of words.

"Making meanings

with language ls like making sense of the world
(p.45)."

This interdependence of language and thought

ls what she refers to as the dialectic necessary In
writing and in making sense of the world.

Against this

backdrop she paints her picture of the process of
writing.
Writing begins with observing, and Berthoff feels
the best way to see the Interdependence of language and
thought ls to write every day about what you are
looking at.

She quotes Kant, "Percepts without

concepts are empty; concepts without percepts are
blind."

Observation provides the material with which

to build thought using language.

She structures a

number of ways of seeing relationships through a series
of selections from sensory knowing to thinking about
thinking.

These varied excerpts exemplify the levels

of observation necessary for facets of thinking.
She explains that form finds form; "The way
meanings are put together by means of language matches
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our experience of how things are related ln time and
space and the way causes and effects control one
another <p.45).

11

She uses the terms "feedback",

guidance from where we have been, and "feedforward",
formulating where we will go, to clarify the concept of
form finding form.

Writing seems to be the process of

looking everywhere at once, but lt~s actually a
switching back and forth.

This leads to her discussion

of a method of composing.
· In composing the difficult thing ls keeping
everything tentative; the writer puts together parts as
if he knew what the whole was going to be, but he needs
to figure out what the whole will be to select the
appropriate parts.

Berthoff argues that listing ls

central in this process.

"Listing ls the composing

process in a nutshell ... - naming, grouping,
classifying, sequencing, ordering, and revising
<p.63). 11

Each of these processes feeds into one

another.
She continues this dialectical lntermeshlng when
she writes, "Learning to use statements to form
concepts and concepts to direct the revision and
sequence of statements is leac-nlng to compose (p.111)."
In one dlagc-am she depicts concept formation as a
cic-cle, genec-alizing fr-om particular- instances to a
universal concept, then lnterpc-eting the universal
concept to apply to other instances.
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She feels that

determining the degree of generality ls central to the
composing process.

This shifting and balance, looking

ahead and glancing behind, captures the writing process
well.

Peter Elbow

While Murray/s article best expresses the entirety
of process writing theory, and Berthoff/s piece
captures a theory of composing well, Peter Elbow/s
book,

Welting Without Teachers <1973) ls the best

practical writing guide I have encountered.

His first

chapter explaining the concept of freewrltlng ls part
of this project (pp.3 - 11).
He begins with the fundamental connection between
speaking and writing.

Think about the average

conversation in which we engage.

As we weave our words

together we seldom think of them as specific words.
How many words do we consciously choose and how many
words seem to present themselves to us in a normal
conversation?

Where do the words come from?

We have

ideas but as we try to convey them in speech we
automatlcal ly provide the language to flesh them out.
We know what we/re trying to say but we don/t
specifically choose the components of meaning that pour
forth.

This automatic process of making meaning as we
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speak ls the central element in the freewrltlng concept
which ls the heart of Elbow/s approach.

Berthoff

connects her theory to the ways in which we perceive
the world while Elbow connects freewrltlng to how we
talk about it.
Elbow feels the vll lain of our lnabl llty to write
ls our editing process.

As Murray points out, as we

readwrlte and writeread we/re engaging in second by
second shifts in attention.

Freewritlng separates

editing from producing intentionally.

We are directed

to write non-stop in five minute bursts ln order to get
going.

After the writing ls finished we go back and

see what our writing has to tell us.

The non-stop

feeling of capturing words as they appear to us is
fascinating.
This type of writing ls not always efficient.

We

do generate garbage at times, but often interesting
ideas and cohesive passages appear out of thin air.
The enthusiasm for writing grows as we realize we have
so much to pour forth.

We can return later to proof

read and edit, but it ls always easier to throw out
excess material after much writing has been generated.
When exposed to their natural language capacities
students blossom, Elbow feels. Where Berthoff
encourages students to closely observe the external
world in developing their processes, Elbow suggests
they look inside and capture themselves thinking.
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Another value to freewriting for students ls that
it encourages them to take chances and then revise.
When a student slaves over a work in a slow, painful
way, that student ls loath to change or throw out hard
fought gains.

When the same student pours forth

language with some ease and even Joy, then revision
comes much more simply. In order to clarify his
feelings about the freewrltlng process Elbow uses the
metaphors of growing and cooking to explain two ways in
which freewrltlng works.

By approaching a topic a

number of times in freewritlng, the writing /grows/ and
develops.

If that process falls he encourages writers

to /cook/ ideas by seeking oppositions and challenging
points of view, a more focussed kind of freewrltlng.

James Moffett

James Moffett ls an important voice in modern
writing studies, but he was more than that two decades
ago.

One of the first believers in process writing,

Moffett broke the ground for the current generation of
process writing theorists. His important work, Teaching

the Universe of Discourse, ls essential reading for the
teacher of writing.

A part of this work on narrative

stances ln writing (pp.32 - 47) is used ln this project
as well.
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Moffett begins his work with a thought provoking
discussion of English as it is taught in high school.
He argues that the structure for English study has been
lifted from psychology, sociology, history and other
"content" based subjects.

His point is that language

ls a symbol system which ls not primarily about itself.
The student needs to develop experience In using the
system, not absorb a body of knowledge encoded In the
system.

Moffett fundamentally disagrees, then, with

traditional English classes that teach some literature,
some grammar, public speaking, essay writing, and some
more literature. English, in his opinion, should assist
students in acquiring our symbol system ln a variety of
ways, all of which center on discourse.
He breaks discourse into three parts.

He calls

them first, second, and third persons, or in more
traditional terms, speaker, audience, and subject
matter.

All English should concern itself with

providing students the opportunity to involve
themselves in this discourse, and by Involvement he
means direct immersion.

He encourages the use of drama

in the English classroom because he sees drama as basic
communication between first and second persons.
An intriguing side note on his use of

11

persons 11 in

explaining discourse ls the separation he sees between
second and third person. Third person falls into the
category of subject in his scheme.
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Therefore, base

line communication must be between first and second
persons. Real communication begins with a personal
speaker and his direct audience, hence Moffett argues
drama must be employed in initial stages of discourse
development.
In Moffett"s words, 11

•••

for teaching language

generally, a dramatic pedagogy is superior to an
expository one; it seems terribly misguided to me to
tell about something to students when they are using
that something every day of their lives (p.118).

11

A

similar argument can be made for peer editing groups .
The immediacy of the feedback more closely parallels
normal human interaction and creates dialogue between
the first and second persons.
Later in his work Moffett addresses narrative in
connection to discourse.

All literature ls connected

to observing interpersonal conflicts, problems, or,
simply, communication.

He feels teachers can

capitalize on this idea in linking drama and narrative
forms.

Fiction, in other words, is simply an

abstraction of drama.
is from the same

11

When he approaches writing, it

dramatlc 11 stance.

writing ls best perfected by writing.

He believes
His method

employs student centered discussion groups to assist
developing writers as editorial boards. Peer group
involvement and exposure to many opinions produces the
feedback a developing writer needs.
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Again, using

language, not reading about language, ls central to
Moffett's theory.
Moffett develops the idea of abstraction, moving
from the object to the symbol for the object, as
central to understanding approaches in writing.

He

feels students need to be aware of this fundamental
process in order to use language more powerfully.
Selecting and ignoring are at the heart of moving from
one level of abstraction to another.

For example, when

we use a metaphor, we are paralleling some qualities
two things have in common, but not all qualities.

He

also comments that as the distance between speaker and
audience grows greater, we must become more abstract in
order to communicate to a broader group.
He sums up his position in this way.
Speaking, writing, and reading in forms of
discourse that are successively more abstract make it
possible for the learner to understand better what is
entailed at each stage of the hierarchy, to relate one
stage to another, and thus become aware of how he and
others create information and ideas (p.25>.
We naturally abstract from the time we begin to use
language, but being more aware of this fact ls
essential in using this natural talent better.
Moffett argues for bringing

11

baslcs 11 back to

discourse teaching; students need thinking, speaking,
listening, reading and writing.

He uses the term

discourse rather than English because he feels all
education deals with some aspect of human
symbolization.

In his conclusion he suggests a
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complete reorganization of the educational process, a
dropping of the barriers between subjects and a
recognition that, ln the end, we formulate our own
knowledge structures.
One final issue must be addressed in presenting
Moffett's position.

He states, "Since discourse ls

ultimately social in origin and function, it seems a
shame to fight those forces (natural language
abilities) that could be put to such excel lent use in
teaching the subject (p.119). 11

He feels dialogue

teaches learners sentence elaboration, effect on
audience, and the importance of clarity.

This tool ls

central to his plan in Teaching the Universe of
Discourse. Let me end with his overview on the spectrum
of discourse.
What is happening- Interior Dialogue, Socialized
Speech, Reporting, and Drama.

What happened- Correspondence, Personal Journal,
Autoblograpy, Memoir, Narrative Fiction.
What happens- Biography, Chronicle, History, Essay.
What may happen- Science, Metaphysics.
(Poetry spans all four categories of "Happening".)
(p.47)
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Conclusion

In conclusion, these four theorists were chosen
for their readability and their beliefs in writing as
process.

The Unit ls based on the direct interaction

of students and theorists.

Each student, it ls hoped,

will take from the Unit what he needs to improve.

The

attempt ls to teach theory directly while involved in
writing about it. Students will also be encouraged to
make their own connections between these theorists.
Obviously all four are not in total agreement about the
writing act, but by pulling out the similarities and
differences students wil 1 be formulating their own
philosophies of writing as wel 1.

They wll I also be

reading a novelist who indirectly shows his process at
work in fictionalizing a real life experience, a
firestorm at the end of a World War.
There ls ample research to show that writing to
learn ls a solid approach to teaching any subject
matter.

When students write frequently they seem to

grasp concepts more easily.

"Writing ls an essential

skill for self expression and the means by which
critical thinking will be taught (Boyer, 1983, p.176)."
What better subject area in which to employ the writing
to learn strategy than the area of writing theory?
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My

students/ attempts to write about these theorists wll l
cause them to internalize the process about which they
wil 1 be learning.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIT

What fol lows is a plan to teach writing theory
directly in conjunction with the study of a piece of
metaflction, Kurt Vonnegut/s Slaughterhouse-Five.

The

primary idea ls to teach process writing theory
directly by writing about it.

Students wl 11 formulate

their thinking about writing while immersed in It,
become involved in small group discussions on writing,
and react to a novel that shows the writer doing the
same thing, reflecting on his writing as he does it .
The Unit plan matches four pieces of writing
theory with a novel.

The order of the unit could be

changed according to a teacher ' s predispostion but I
have organized it along the lines with which I feel
most comfortable.

The central idea ls to encourage

students to see connections between the theory
discussed and the literature as it ls enjoyed.

Having

used this plan several times in developing the Unit, I
realize the breadth of posslbi lities for students '
reactions and the differences in their feelings for the
fiction and the theory.
Before detailing the specific plan for this Unit,
a discussion of the types of writing to be employed ls
necessary.
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Freewrltlna

The first constant writing tool to be used ln this
unit ls the freewrlte, a concept espoused by Peter
Elbow in his book, Writing Without Teachers.

The idea

is easy to understand; the student ls asked to write
non-stop in five to ten minute bursts.

The only rule

of the freewrite is that the pen keeps moving.
types of freewrites will be encouraged.

Two

One freewrite

format ls open ended; whatever pops to mind ls to be
captured.

Each Friday class will begin with this type

of freewrlte, the /Friday Freewrlte/.
The second type ls the focussed freewrlte; a topic
is kept in mind while writing. Student journals on
their reading will be. of this type, as will be some
rehearsal stage writing for their final paper.

After

reading the assignment students will be asked to
capture their thinking immediately.
Both types of freewrltes are primarily divergent,
following the writing wherever lt takes the writer,
however journal freewrltes will tend to be more
focussed because they are to be written immediately
after reading assignments are completed.

This type of

writing ls rehearsal stage primarily, although some
freewrites find their way untouched through the whole
writing process.

Sometimes ideas flow out perfectly

the first time they are conceived.
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summaries

The second dally writing tool will be the class
summary.

The time allotted ls the same as for a

freewrlte, five minutes, but the function of the
writing is entirely different.

Class discussion ends

with five minutes left in each period and the students
are asked to summarize the discussion.

The goal ls to

pull the class together, abstracting the most important
Issues covered in the student/s opinion. This summary
will be the second entry in the student/a double entry
journal.

On one page he will have his own open ended

reaction to his reading, and facing it he will capture
his group/s or the class; reactions on the same
materials.
This ls an exercise in convergent thought
primarily; the student ls being asked to think
critically in abst~actlng the salient elements of the
day/s class activity or discussion.

In a sense, the

summary is a 11st of the important Issues developed ln
class and it organizes the class for the student after
the fact.

It also gives the student the opportunity to

match his original perceptions with those garnered
after listening to others/ reactions.
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Essay

The third type of writing will be two assigned
essays on the students/ own writing processes.

The

first will be assigned before the unit begins to assess
the students/ own feelings about what they do when they
write.

The second will be assigned after the unit has

been experienced, and it will evaluate the students/
opinions on their processes after exposure to four
process writing theorists.
These products are artificial in that they are
assigned, but they encourage declarative, procedural
and conditional metacognltlon, and for that purpose are
valuable here. The assignments are about what students
think they do when they write;

there should be a clear

difference before exposure to this project and how they
feel about their process afterwards.

I hope the

inherent interest in introspection overcomes the curse
of the assigned essay.

Having assigned these works in

the course of implementing this plan I have found that
students enjoy discussing something they ordinarily do
automatlcal ly.

FlnaJ Paper

The last piece of writing will be an open ended
writing response based on what students have found in
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their Journals, freewrites, and summaries; they will
tell themselves what they want to pursue and turn into
a longer work.

This creative reaction to the unit

allows complete freedom in terms of subject matter,
although it does parallel, in a sense, the experience
Vonnegut had in writing his novel.

A novel and four

pieces of writing theory have been read; where will any
<or all) of these ideas lead in the students/ writing?
The broad topic for this piece asks the students to
discover something worthy of their writing in the
course of the unit.

In a way, this ls the most

important piece of writing produced.

It ls the result

in concrete terms of the teaching and growing done in
this unit.

The Unit

This Unit will be broken into six parts, each
lasting three to four days.

When small group

discussion and large group discussion are involved, the
time can vary depending upon student interest.

The

consistent factor in the Unit is that each class will
end with a summary of the day/s activities and that
each reading assignment is fol lowed by a Journal
reaction.

Time for completing assignments may also

vary, depending upon weekends, holidays and school
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scheduling anomalies.

Each part of the Unit will

include the writing assignments, reading assignments
and the class discussion the material should generate.

Part I

Pre-Unit

Essay.

The unit begins with the

assignment of a piece of writing on writing.

The

students are asked this question: what ls the process
you use in producing a formal piece of writing for
submission on an academic subject?

More simply put,

they are asked to explain their process when writing a
paper for school.

The directions are intentionally

general; they wil 1 define their writing process for
themselves.

The goal is to give each student the

opportunity to view his process clearly at the outset
of the unit.

They are given two days to produce this

piece without further directions, but they are told
that this will not be critically evaluated and grammar
is of no concern, although clarity ls important. In the
end they wil 1 discuss the same issue after instruction
in order to tell themselves if they now view their
writing processes differently.

Reading Assignment One.

For homework students are

asked to read chapter one of Slaughterhouse-five and
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begin to keep a nightly Journal on their reading.
Journal reactions are open ended.

Students are asked

to write for five minutes after finishing the reading
assignment with an eye to material they found
interesting, provocative or troublesome.

Journals are

not to summarize the reading but to react to it.
The second part of their reading assignment ls
Chapter One of Writing Without Teachers by Peter Elbow
(pp.3-11).

Both Vonnegut and Elbow express directly

the problems inherent in writing, but Elbow gives
concrete advice in overcoming the problem of writer/s
block with his device of freewrlting. Students enter
their reactions to this piece in their Journals as
well.

The goal ls to connect Vonnegut/s problem with

Elbow/s solution and to their own comments on their
personal writing processes.

Class Discussion.

The first day of discussion of

each reading assignment will be in small groups.

Class

will be broken into five groups of five and their
process papers will be read within the groups as well
as their journals on Vonnegut/s Chapter One and Elbow/s
Chapter One.

Students will report back to the class

from their summaries on each group/s discussion on the
second day.

Groups will be used for handling each

large piece of writing theory on the day after an
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assignment, with the second day for whole class
discussion.
In Chapter One, Vonnegut explicitly states the
problems he had in creating this work.

Given his

horrifying experiences in World War II he thought he
had the material for a great book, but he can/t seem to
write it.

Using a blend of sarcasm and honesty he

concludes by calling this book a failure because,
similar to Lot/s wife in the Bible, he ls looking back
at a holocaust.

The book had to be a failure, he says,

because it was written by "a pillar of salt".

This

chapter ls autobiographical; it ls an odd beginning to
a piece of fiction.

Vonnegut/s voice ls direct in that

he drops his mask as storyteller and confides his
problems in the reader.
Journal reactions will reflect students/
connections of their processes with Vonnegut/s struggle
as well as comment on the quick movement in Chapter One
from idea to idea.

Vonnegut also introduces the major

themes of his novel in this chapter, so Journal
commentary on the nature of time, the reason for a lack
of villains herein and why it ls pointless to write an
anti-war book all may come up. Class discussion will
develop from students and teacher reading Journals
aloud.
In groups specific comments on Vonnegut/s writing
/problem/ wll l emerge, focus on his writing p~ocess and
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themes will also start to surface, and the students
will comment on their own processes as well.

In small

group work each student has the opportunity to express
opinion whereas large class discussion will focus on
fewer journal readings in more depth.
Class will also focus on freewrlting as a
technique for opening up the writing process.

After

reading a variety of student journals reacting to
Elbow/s piece, class will begin a five minute
freewrltlng exercise employing his technique.

Topics

could connect to the novel, the theory, or how much the
student wants to go to lunch, but the tenor of this
first freewrite tends to be playful.

The freedom to

follow one/s freewriting wherever it goes ls
exhilerating to students who have generally written
only within the confines of assigned work.
Finally class will begin with analysis of Elbow
and Vonnegut.

Students will be encouraged to make

connections between the theorist and the novelist, and
to read their freewrites to each other in order to
foster discussion.

Each group will report back with

the major connections It found.

From this point onward

Friday classes will always begin with a /Friday
Freewrite./
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Part II
Creative Reaction to the Novel.

The large

reaction paper will be assigned in this part.

Students

will be given the freedom to develop their own ideas;
from journals, freewrltes, reactions to text and
observations, they wil 1 create a personal reaction to
the writing to which they were exposed.
One structured reaction could come from their
personal experiences, viewing the best or worst
situation they have gone through and paralleling
Vonnegut's experience in Dresden or Billy Pilgrim's
fantasy on Tralfamadore. They could extend an entry
from a journal or an in class freewrlte or a specific
reaction they had to the theorists they have
encountered in the unit.
The topic of this paper ls left entirely to the
discretion of the student but it ls assumed that the
material in which they were immersed will affect what
they create. Students will have until the end of the
Unit to complete this assignment.

Reading Assignment Two.
Murray's article,

11

Homework will be to read

Writing as Process: How Writing

Finds Its Own Meanlng 11 (pp.3-19).

The goal ls to see

the stages of the writing process from three
perspectives.

Murray also offers insight into the
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numerous revisions Vonnegut alluded to in his first
chapter. Students wil I also notice the connection
between Murray's concept of the rehearsal stage of
writing and Elbow's freewriting Idea.
The second part of their reading assignment ls
Chapters Two and Three of Slaughterhouse-Five (pp.
23-71).

Students will be encouraged to see how

Vonnegut connects the disparate elements of his life
and how his writing finds its own meaning.

The second

chapter begins with a synopsis of the main character's
life, then he becomes unstuck in time.

Class Discussion.

Journals will be read on

Murray's piece and small group discussion will tend to
clarify some of the concepts Murray puts forth.
Elbow's simplicity will be contrasted with Murray's
complexity, with some parallels about process emerging
as wel 1.

Murray views writing as having three

interconnected phases; rehearsal, drafting, and
revision.

Freewrltlng seems to fall into Murray's

rehearsal phase, but upon closer scrutiny students
should come to see that new insights occur all
throughout the process, and some clear ideas captured
in freewrlte form can survive all the way to the final
revision phase.
Vonnegut's approach seems to echo Elbow when he
comments, in his first chapter,
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11

! must have written

five thousand pages by now, and thrown them all away
Cp.15>."

His continuous writing eventually told

Vonnegut what he wanted to say, but Murray's idea of
early stage writing as exploration and later stage
writing as clarification also can connect to Vonnegut's
process.
At this point in the Unit the students will have
observed four positions on writing process: their own
piece, Vonnegut's introduction, Elbow's philosophy, and
Murray's complete view.

A general personal opinion

should have begun to evolve.

Watching Vonnegut making

meaning and attempting to see the process behind his
writing should allow students to connect to the
theorists as well as the novelist.

Part III

Reading Assignment Three.

Homework will be to

read a selection from Ann Berthoff's book Forming.
Thinking. Writing <P.1-12>
Journals.

and react to it in

In her introduction Berthoff explains her

philosophy of writing.

When she writes,

11

Discoverlng

how to work ls contingent on exploring what ls to be
done: a method of composing should continually ensure
that the 'how' and the 'what' and the 'why' are seen
and experienced in a dialectical relationship Cp.4),
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11

students can connect to Vonnegut/s struggle to make
meaning of the firebombing of Dresden.

Vonnegut never

understood why this massacre took place, and therefore
had trouble with how to write and what exactly to write
about.
The second part of the reading assignment is
Chapters Four and Five of the novel (pp. 73-137).

The

main character ls unstuck in time and moves from a
prisoner of war camp to his daughter/s wedding day to a
spaceship on the way to Tralfamadore.

On his Journey

he confronts the philosophical question of time and
free wll 1.

He is closing in on answering the question

of why Dresden occurred.

CJass Discussion.

In viewing this piece of

writing theory the idea ls to connect Vonnegut and
Berthoff in terms of their making of meaning.

In

particular. her ideas of discovering one/sown process
by teaching oneself and the connection she draws about
the /what/ and /how/ in writing being i ntegrally
connected explain the approach Vonnegut fashioned in
making meaning of Dresden.

I can think of no other

book where form and content are in closer relationship.
As Vonnegut writes,

11

It <the book) ls so short and

Jumbled and Jangled Sam because there is nothing
intelligent to say about a massacre (p.19). 11
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Vonnegut embodies Berthoff/s guiding
philosophical principle,

11

We teach students how to form

by showing them that they form (p.2)."

Vonnegut/s

bizarre structure was necessary to distance himself
from the horror he experienced in Dresden.

Because of

his trauma, surviving the slaughter of 135,000 people,
Vonnegut needed to devise a new way to capture reality.
Only by becoming unstuck in time could Billy Pilgrim
escape. Students will be encouraged to find their own
form and substance in writing their final paper on this
project.

Class time for freewrlting on the progress of

the final paper will be allotted.

Students will inform

themselves about how much they have left to rehearse,
draft or revise on their proJect.
Connections will also be encouraged between
Berthoff and the other two theorists.

Her working

definition of thinking as seeing relationships
parallels Murray/s comments on writing being a process
of collecting and connecting.

Her comment that what

you really learn is what you discover echoes the
discovery inherent in Elbow/s freewriting.

Part IV

Reading Assignment Four.

Homework will be to read

Chapters Six, Seven and Eight in the novel
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(pp.136-182).

The main character finally returns to

confront Dresden at the end of this section, and the
novel's climax ls disappointing.

Billy Pilgrim tel Is

the story of the firebombing rather than reliving lt,
and the tone ls very flat and unemotional.

By this

time Billy understands the Tralfamadorlan idea about
time and he realizes that there ls no why, there simply
ls.

He must come to terms with that fact that the

firebombing occurred because the moment was structured
that way.

C!ass Discussion.

The issues of free will versus

determinism, the nature of time, attitudes about modern
war and the nature of the self are all themes this
novel develops.

The entire structure of the novel wil 1

cause comment, since there ls no real chronological
plot structure because the main character ls unstuck ln
time. At the point ln the novel when Vonnegut finally
describes Dresden the students will be puzzled.

Why

did he spend al I this time leading up to this point,
then tell of the destruction ln such a flat manner?
It ls here that the reader can recall again
Vonnegut's earlier admonition, "there ls nothing
intelligent to say about a massacre (p.19>."

He lets

the reader down because he does not want to glamorize
the horror.

His final look back at Dresden ls

dispassionate.

Nothing can be done so we must look
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ahead.

Students will also freewrite in class about

their final papers, reflecting on what stage of the
writing process they are involved in primarily.

Part v

Reading Assignment Five.

Homework will be to read

an excerpt from Moffett/s chapter on narrative stances
Cpp.32-47) and write a journal reaction to it.

This

discussion is the most difficult the students will have
to read.

Moffett/s point about the distance between

the speaker and his audience ls simple enough, but by
combining it with the concept of the levels of verbal
abstraction students can get lost in this piece.
Because of its difficulty students will be asked to
write a broad outline of his central ideas.
The second part of this reading assignment ls to
read the final two chapters of
Cpp.182-215).

Slaughterhouse-Five

Included therein are three exerpts, one

from Truman/s speech after the bombing of Hiroshima and
two commentaries by military leaders about the
firebombing of Dresden.

The connection between Moffett

and Vonnegut here is in terms of narrative distance.
Students can hear the differences as the speakers
change, leading to a discussion of voice in writing.
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Class Discussion.

Since Moffett is the most

difficult theorist thus far attempted, discussion in
small groups wil I be assisted by the teacher .

An

outline was assigned to more closely delineate
Moffett/s specific discussion of the relationships
possible in discourse between the speaker and his
audience.

Each group will read reactions to Moffett,

compare outlines and begin to think about Vonnegut/s
novel in terms of voice.
Voice will be defined as the author/s choice of
narrator or the position from which he views the events
described.

The goal ls to gain insight into forming

one/sown voice, a similar but not identical concept.
Moffett/s clear explanation of distance between speaker
and audience can be seen as Vonnegut shifts from first
to third person between chapters one and two and then
back to first person at the end of the novel .

In

groups students should also begin to hear their
individual voices as they read their journals to each
other in discussion.
Outlines will be used to focus on an exploration
of the range of voices available to the writer.
Students will be asked to note as we! l the variety of
voices in the body of Vonnegut/s novel.
Narration plays a large part in telling the story
and five external voices also inhabit Vonnegut/s book.
A fictional monograph from an American collaborator, a
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Truman speech on the use of atomic weapons, an English
and an American commentary on the firebombing of
Dresden and a notebook commentary on world population
provide the reader with opportunities to hear other
viewpoints on some of Vonnegut;s themes.

Class

discussion will focus on the narration, structure and
central themes of this novel.
The last day of this part of the Unit wil I center
on a class wide discussion of the book.

Reactions from

small groups as well as individual journal reactions
will deal with the students/ thoughts after completion
of the novel. The similarity of narrative viewpoint in
Chapter One and the final chapter will also be viewed
as Vonnegut once again enters his novel and addresses
the reader directly. Another freewrite progress report
will be written;

they wll l inform themselves again as

to what remains to be done for the final project.

Part VI
Post-Unit

Essay.

Students will again be asked to

write a paper explaining their process of writing a
paper for school.

After their experience with the

theorists they will be expected to view their own
processes differently, but no instructions will be
given to that end.

The assignment is identical to the
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first one and the same amount of time ls to be
allotted, two days.

Class Work.

The last three or four days will be

an in class writing workshop where group discussion,
freewritlng, drafting and review will be used in
helping to continue to develop the final paper of the
unit.

The paper on personal writing process wll I not

be a part of this workshop.

As well as working on the

final reaction to the unit here, brief conferences wll I
be held with each student on his topic.

The unit wll 1

end with three days of writing primarily because
writing was so central to the unit itself.
A great deal of material was covered in this unit,
but the basic plan is a simple one.

Students read a

novel and four theorists, then formed their own
opinions on the subject matter and their writing
processes.

The elements of the theory were

intermingled with the practice of writing in order to
effect a basic change in the way these students thought
about their processes.
In this last workshop the opportunity to employ
groups, conferences and the strategies of the theorists
wil I be provided.

The final paper will allow students

to make their own meaning and follow their ideas
wherever they lead.
after the Unit ends.

The post-unit essay is due the day
The final paper will be submitted

a week later.
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C HAP T E R

I V

EVALUATION OF STUDENT WRITING - THREE CASE STUDIES

The Students

This chapter will evaluate the writing of three
students engaged in the unit previously described.
Sam, Peter and Matt (pseudonyms> were chosen from a
class of 25 heterogeneously grouped seniors in an all
male catholic high school.

In our school, students are

tracked for their first three years in three ability
levels.

As seniors they elect courses based on their

interests and the classes end up as mixed groups.
Therefore, I chose one student from each level to
represent his group.
Sam/s English SAT was 390 and he was in the bottom
ability level for his first three years of high school.
Peter/s English SAT was 510 and he was grouped in the
middle ability level until this senior elective course.
Matt/s

English SAT was 650 and he was in the honors

level until he elected my class.

Although the SATs are

more indicative of reading ability than writing
ability, there ls clearly some correlation between the
two.

The groups in which these students were placed

for their first three years are also indicative of
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their writing skill as well; in this case college board
scores did parallel the students/ placements in their
respective levels.
This class would be the first time that these
three levels of students were mixed in an English class
in their high school careers.

This heterogeneous

grouping may account for increased performance on the
part of the two lower levels of students, a value
inherent in mixed grouping.

Since they did elect this

class they had some interest in the subject matter in
advance, and therefore motivation may have been
increased for this reason as well.

Each student I

chose was representative of his group.

The class

itself, however, had a small group of honors students
(5),

a large number of middle ability students (16),

and a smal I number of bottom level students (4).

Writing Assignments

There were four types of wrltlng assignments in
this unit:
1.

There were two expository essays on the students/

own writing processes, one written at the beginning of
the unit and one at the end.
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2.

A dally freewrlte journal was kept, which contains

the students/ reactions to the novel and the writing
theory which they were assigned to read.
3.

A second entry journal reaction, called a summary,

was written after class or group discussion on each
reading assignment.
4.

A creative, free choice paper concluded the unit;

this piece was drawn in part from their prior writing
within the unit, and all rehearsal, drafting and edited
revisions were included.

Areas of EvaJuation

Four areas were viewed in evaluating change in
student writing over the course of one month.
1.

The student/s voice, defined as narrative ownership

and confidence in writing, was contrasted.
2.

Student motivation, the desire to express ideas and

to elaborate upon them, was measured.
3.

Creativity, the uniqueness of subjects chosen and

connections made, was viewed.
4.

Metacognition, the knowledge of and introspection

into their processes as they write, was measured in its
declarative, procedural and conditional aspects.
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Because each of the four types of assignment
differs, the areas of evaluation to be applied to each
type will differ.

For example, the dally summary ls a

record of important class events; creativity as defined
above is not an essential component of summarizing
class discussion, although some unique connections may
occur therein. The final assignment, however, will be
viewed in all four categories.

Evaluation of Assignments

1.

The two pieces on the students/ own writing

processes will be evaluated in terms of voice,
motivation and declarative, procedural and conditional
metacognition.

Since the assigned topic for these

pieces asked the students a metacognltive question,
evidence of some type of metacognition should be found.
2.

Summaries will be viewed for motivation and

declarative metacognitlon (the knowledge of the stages
of process writing>, since these are basically
convergent writing exercises.

When class involves

process writing theory, this type of metacognitlon
should be apparent.
3.

Journal freewrltes wll l be looked at in terms of

voice and creativity.

Freewrltes can be convergent or

divergent and allow for student development of his
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voice due to the freedom they afford.

They also allow

for open ended reaction and encourage creativity.
4.

The creative connective assignment will be seen in

all four categories.
Voice and motivation fall into the area of
attitudes and dispositions about a student/sown
writing; creativity ls seen as the quality of the
student/s process; metacognition wll 1 be judged as
another main product of the unit.

Pre-Unit and Post-Unit Essays - Welting about Welting

The first pieces evaluated are the pre and post
unit papers on the students/ own writing processes.
These two formal assignments are by nature
metacognitive; they concern the students/ direct
comment on their approaches to writing.

Since the

first piece was written before exposure to writing
theory it gives a baseline look at the student/s
attitudes and beliefs about his writing and how he
produces it before instruction.

The second assignment

asks the student to assess his writing process again;
in light of the theories to which he was exposed clear
changes in the three types of metacognltlon were
anticipated as well as an improvement in his motivation
to discuss his writing.
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Sam's Pre-Unit Essay.
words, in one paragraph.

Sam's first paper was 155
He began in this way,

11

When I

write a paper, especially one when I have to pick a
topic, I start by thinking about ideas in my head.

11

He

said that he thinks for a few days, writes some notes,
then a draft, after which,
this information."

11

! try to make sense of all

He concluded, "I then write my

final draft and read it over out loud to someone to
make sure it sounds right.

If I need to make

corrections I go back and fix them."
Sam shows a fundamental knowledge of the stages of
process writing in his paper.

He makes no comment

about his confidence in his process but does recognize
four stages - thinking, writing notes, drafting and
writing a final copy.

His writing was direct and

specific in reacting to the topic of explaining his
writing process.

He ls very concrete and expresses no

emotion about his writing.
done.

Writing is a Job to be

He also sees these stages as distinct and

linear.

Once he stops thinking ahead he writes notes.

The notes are then used for a draft.
revised to become a final copy.

The draft is

He does evaluate his

writing at the end to make sure it sounds "right".
His declarative and conditional metacognition seem
solid but incomplete.

By viewing his process in a

linear fashion he shows ignorance of writing's
recursive nature. He also does not seem to know why
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these stages are employed; his procedural metacognltlon
appears deficient.

Post-Unit Essay.
in five paragraphs.

His second piece was 505 words
He began much differently this

time. "I've noticed that when I write a paper, although
a basic process ls usually followed, the way I go about
it ls often different."

He then complained about

assigned papers. "When I am given something to write
about I sometimes feel trapped, like I have to stay
focused on that certain subject.

It's difficult to

explore and discover when I am trapped like that."

His

first paragraph ends with this statement, "I usually
feel

like I am proving something when I'm given a

specific topic."
Sam saw his writing "finding its own meaning," a
direct quote from the article we used authored by
Donald Murray.

He feels the best part of his writing

ls the exploring. He now searches through his
freewrltes, Journals, drafts and polishes his final
copy without much concern for his audience.

When he

comments, "I've Just noticed that when I write a paper,
although a basic process ls usually followed, the way I
go about it ls often different," he ls beginning to
evolve some insight or conditional metacognltlon.
He rails against narrow, assigned topics because
he feels trapped by them.

This ls evidence of a common
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weakness in the traditional approaches to wrltlng where
a teacher always assigns and students have less freedom
of choice.

He quotes Murray again when he says,

"Collecting, writing, reading and connecting ... are
constantly interacting inside my head as I write."

He

feels he must write with himself as the primary
audience because, "I think if I thought about who the
audience was my voice would not be honest and my
opinion might be altered due to the fear of what my
audience would think."

His concluding line qualifies

hls complaint,"! do realize the importance of audience,
however," alluding to the piece we read on narration
and audience by James Moffett.
Again, this piece is more than triple the length
of his first one, and he seems much more excited about
his process after the unit is over. He says,"! don't
fear a reader's opinion when I write how I feel."

His

metacognition and voice are clearly improved after this
unit, and his motivation, the desire to express and
elaborate on his ideas, was evident by the length and
structure of his piece.

Peter's Pee-Unit Essay.

Peter's first paper was

284 words long, in one paragraph, and described his
writing process as letting ideas flow into his head
with the radio on, "because it relaxes me and in turn
al lows me to think alot easier and much freely (sic)."
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He then jotted down ideas, created a draft, then a
final copy which continued to change from the rough
draft, indicating a four step procedure similar to

I find myself moving the old ideas around to make
room for new ones which come to me as I am writing. I
don/t think this is a bad idea at all .... some of it is
spontaneous which makes me feel better about my paper.
I feel very comfortable with the way my papers come
about.
Unlike Sam, Peter shows not only declarative and
procedural metacognition, but he also has some grasp of
conditional metacognition. He feels better about his
paper by including new ideas in later stage writing.
There were reasons for being flexible and non-linear
here.

His voice is also more emotional and

enthusiastic about his process than was Sam/s.

Post-Unit Essay.

Peter/s final piece was 959

words in six paragraphs.

He used many of the concepts

from the theory to which he was exposed to show what he
thought he did while writing.

He saw his process as

11

a

constant revolt against intent" (Murray>. He felt a
"center of gravity emerged" as he wrote a succession of
drafts CElbow>. His second reflection on how he wrote
was powerfully introspective; he wrote,
I agree with Murray/s definition of writing being
/a significant kind of thinking in which the symbols of
language assume a purpose of their own and lnst~uct the
writer during the composing process/··· I find it
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fascinating to think I am doing that at this very
instant.
As for Elbow's ideas on freewriting, Peter states,
"I have used it for creating topics and keeping a
diary ..• and for both these purposes have found success
and satisfaction in what I've created." He liked
Moffett~s cafeteria analogy about the way a story
changes as the audience becomes broader, but found
Elbow and Murray more closely connected and more
helpful in enhancing his process.
After this unit Peter felt more confident in
discussing his writing, although he began from a higher
confidence level than did Sam.

His enthusiasm for

writing was evident in the pre-unit piece but
overflowing in the post-unit piece, in which he was
more enthralled with the wonder of the process. His
second piece was more than three times longer than his
first, clearly indicating greater motivation to
elaborate as well as a broader base of metacognitive
information with which to work.

His confidence and

ability to be introspective grew, although he did feel
good about his process at the beginning of the unit.
Much of the theory seemed to confirm what he
instinctively felt about his writing and the magic of
its spontanaeity.
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Matt's Pee-Unit Essay.

Matt's first paper was 294

words long in one paragraph.

He said he thinks first,

gets his ideas paragraph by paragraph, edits each
sentence as it ls produced, rearranges paragraphs as he
goes, and he describes his process as lengthy. He
comments,

11

I plan my sentences in my head and edit them

before I ever put pen to paper. 11

For longer

assignments he wll I make an outline first, and for each
part of the outline he plans out the supporting details
1n advance.

H1s con 1udi ng sentence 1s,

11

A1though th ls

makes it a lengthy process, I find writing to be
rewarding so it does not really bother me.

11

As an honor student and an academically successful
writer, Matt's voice ls confident and he finds writing
to be rewarding at the beginning of this unit.

His

concept of process, however, is Jess distinct than
either Sam's or Peter's.

He has collapsed the

rehearsal, drafting and revising stages into two
pieces, think then write.

He ls aware, however, of the

concepts of main idea and supporting details, and when
he states that his is an
is not correct.

11

edit-as-you-wrlte 11 style he

He does plan before he begins. Rather

than drafting a rough work first he revises again and
again as he goes.
rewarding.

He finds this tedious but also

His conditional metacognltion ls excel lent;

he understands why and when to adjust his ideas and he
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fol lows a clear plan in reacting to academic
assignments.

Post-Unit Essay.

Matt/s second response was 648

words long, in five paragraphs.

He now feels freer in

writing without so much early editing.
helped him relax and open up.

He feels Elbow

He sees Murray/s ideas

of writing as "collecting, connecting, reading, writing
in a recursive manner" in his own writing but he
directly states that knowing this does not strike him
as helpful.

Of all the ideas presented by the

theorists, he feels freewriting was the one he needed
to know. He concludes, "I have gained knowledge ln both
of its forms <theoretical and practical) concerning my
writing process."
Matt was an honors student at the beginning of
this unit and hls writing was the most sophisticated at
the start.

His second piece was more than twice the

length of his first but he seemed to feel that
knowledge of the theory was not carried over to his
actual process.

He had already internalized a powerful

process but he felt understanding it was irrelevant.
He did comment that the freewriting idea of Elbow had
become a new part of his writing process, however, and
he enjoyed keeping the double entry Journal as a way of
watching the evolution of his thought.

His declarative

and procedural metacognition grew considerably as
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evidenced by the increased length of response, but he
implied he would seldom use

11

new 11 conditional

metacognltlon because he liked his process as lt was.

General Conclusions on Writing about Writing.

All

three students saw their processes more completely
after this unit.

They were much more analytical and

metacognitive about their own work as they saw
themselves differently at the end.
Peter focussed on the wonder of watching his words
instruct him.

He felt at the start that there was a

spontaneous quality to his process, but at the end he
stated he understood and appreciated his process more.
Sam centered on the ownership element most fully.
He saw the process theory as validating his feelings
about freedom of expression and rejected the idea about
writing for an audience other than himself.
Matt, the Honors level writer and class
salutatorian, felt that he became freer by studying
process theorists, although he stated that knowing how
he wrote theoretically, while it was logical to him,
was of no assistance in the actual writing itself.
In a way, each student took from the theorists
that which they needed to advance as writers. Sam and
Peter enhanced their processes and wrote more deeply.
Matt became a bit more playful but, in the end, seemed
least affected by his study of process theory.
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All three students felt Elbow/s ideas on
freewrltlng helped them become more fluent and all
complimented Murray on his ideas about writing as
process, but all three felt Moffett/s comments on
discourse were less helpful.

They each commented on

Berthoff/s idea that they learned how to "form" their
writing by realizing that they do "form" it.
They seemed empowered by this unit but were more
concerned with themselves as audience rather than
thinking about external audiences, hence their lack of
connection to Moffett.

Given that these students were

from a traditional Catholic school background, the
largest piece each took from this unit was the opening
up concepts of Elbow and Murray.

It may also be that

high school seniors are at a stage where they are ready
for the liberation that college will bring, therefore
they related to the openness of these theorists.
(The pre and post unit essays will be included in
Append! x A. )

Daily Summaries

Fifteen summaries were written over the course of
the unit.

I chose two from each of the students to

include in their entirety, to show an early and late
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class reaction.

The sununaries are of the same two

classes for all three students.
Sununaries are formal paragraphs which are
concerned with significant events in class.

They are

convergent in nature and ask students to abstract from
class discussion.

In viewing sununary writing I

centered upon students/ voice and motivation.

In all

three cases summaries improved in the flow of voice but
length was consistent over the course of the unit.

The

amount of writing done seemed to create a smoother flow
when a student was asked to sununarize a class at its
end.

The students also became more selective In what

they included in summaries; their confidence in picking
the salient pieces of class discussion improved.

The

coherence of the paragraphs also improved.

~ - 9/17/90 At the beginning of class we
discussed areas that we/ve read about in s-h-5. Some
of them were war <chlldren/s crusade), time, nature of
reality, nature of writing, death, and philosophy. The
class discussion went off track when we were asked if
there is anything intelligent about a massacre. Some
students thought there was nothing intelligent about a
massacre. But many times a massacre involves
intelligence. You have to scheme out a plan in order
to have things run smoother.
10/7/90 We heard a couple of reactions on the end of
the novel and I still felt that some people had a sense
of confusion about it. Vonnegut sometimes narrows in
on one particular event in exact detail and then steps
back and looks at It from a higher point of view where
he knows more about a situation. There are many maJor
ideas in this book about the effect of war on people
and the discussion of free will, but I was a little
confused by the ending.
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Again, the second summary is of similar length but
the style and flow of the piece are better in the
second work.

This student also stops trying to cram an

entire class in and ls honest in his confusion about
Vonnegut/s untraditional conclusion.

In his first

summary he simply lists topics whereas in his second he
provides some support for his main idea.

He also feels

confident enough to admit his confusion.

He alludes to

Vonnegut/s narrative stance in the second summary by
interestingly describing how he narrows in on an event
then steps back from it, indirectly exhibiting
procedural metacognltion of Vonnegut/s technique.

This

class also mentioned Moffett/s piece on narrative
stance, and while Sam ignored mentioning Moffett he
seems to employ some of the concept about which Moffett
wrote.

Peter. 9/17/90 Today in class we discussed an
overview of what we discussed all last week. First we
discussed the process of readwrite and writeread which
didn/t make much sense in the way it was described.
Next we listed some of last weeks topics. It began
with war then the nature of reality, nature of writing,
death, and philosophy. We went back to connect the
chlldren/s crusade which we saw in sl.h.5 and in the
article of the soldiers burden. From this we
eventually jumped into the topic of Pearl Harbor.
10/7/90 Today in class we read our journal reactions
to the book as a whole. Some interesting points were
brought up. One example was the irony of Vonnegut
using Reagan as a Joke. Vonnegut, in a humorous
moment, refers to an ex-actor and govenor of a sad
state becoming president. How was he to know in 1967
that in 1980 Reagan would be elected? I found this
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amazing and entertaining In itself. My own
interpretation was that Vonnegut could see the future!
Both summaries are about the same length, but the
second seems tighter and more controlled.

Rather than

trying to jam all the facts from the class into the
brief work he touches on one event that captures his
interest.

There is some declarative metacognltion in

the first summary when he uses Murray's terms of
/reactwrite/ and /writeread/, but none in the second.
Where Sam was confused at the ending of the novel Peter
focusses on the coincidence of Vonnegut placing a
'Reagan fo President' bumper sticker on the back of
Billy Pilgrim/scar.

Peter fol lows an idea at some

length in his second summary and is more cohesive.

He

focusses on an interesting point and writes about it
well.

~ - 9/17/90 Today we discussed more about
writing style and this lead into a conversation about
morality. Originally, nobody wanted to read their
journals from Friday, so Mr. Porter read us a portion
of his Journal about freewriting versus the composed
writing of an edited paper. Somehow we got talking
about the morality of a surprise attack. I think this
stemmed from a brief outline of Chapter One of
Slaughterhouse Five. We talked about Pearl Harbor and
the use of a sucker-punch in fighting.
10/7/90 Today's class was mostly dedicated to the last
few chapters of SH5. To begin with, we finished our
conversation on Moffett/s piece. Most people felt it
wasn/t worth their time to write a reaction to. This
led to a discussion of the assignment for the journal.
Some people felt it was difficult while others felt it
was boring because the subject matter was a hardly
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interesting one. Later we read concluding Journals to
S15. The final two chapters were a good conclusion.
In Matt's case I think both summaries are
excellent.

He was a solid logical writer at the

beginning of this unit and he remained consistent.

He

also ls the only one to comment on the Moffett piece.
He spends his second summary on the problem the class
had with Moffett and only briefly mentions the novel.
His focus was on the problem rather than on the fun in
class.

Both summaries trace the ideas of the class in

a more connected fashion than did Sam or Peter.

Matt

can understand more clearly where the class was going,
and this ability has obviously helped him in achieving
his academic success.

General Conciusions on summaries.

All three

students improved in their ability to capture a class
in summation at its end.

Motivation stayed the same in

terms of length of response, but the elaboration became
tighter as the month wore on and the ability to
synthesize a class quickly improved.

When small group

or class discussion focussed specifically on process
writing theory students showed some declarative and
procedural metacognitlon.
The attempt to analyze class and to write
logically about lt ln a five minute summary ls a
difficult activity.

The value of having closure after
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discussion ls important, however.

The summary

technique ls an idea that any class could implement and
it forces a student to put a free flow of ideas into
coherent form.

Journals and Freewrltes
As opposed to summaries, which ask students to
convergently reflect on class discussion of literature
and writing theory, freewrltes and journal reactions
are divergent.

The nature of following the train of

words streaming out without stopping forces the student
to break down the normal composing process through
intentionally non-edited writing. The interior
monologue created often sets up a breakthrough or
surprise based on circumstances in the reading or in a
student/s writing.
For each student there ls included his journal
freewrlte from his first reaction to the novel and a
freewrite on the last chapters as well.

~ - 9/9/90 Ch. 1 - So far this seems very
strange Vonnegut jumps around to different ideas but
he doesn/t real l y connect them. It ls hard to follow
what/s going on. He was talking alot about war
experiences but they didn/t seem to make much sense.
Why does he make weird phone calls late at night? This
story so far seems like a freewrlte by Vonnegut. If
this is a good book then I could write one too Just by
recording my thoughts on paper as they go through my
mind. It seems like that's what he did. It is kind of
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interesting though, he makes me wonder what the hell
he/stalking about.
10/4/90 Ch. 9+10- The last two chapters were confusing
at times. When I was reading I felt like I had already
read some of this before. I could have sworn I heard
the name of Rumfoord in another book. I think Sirens
of Titan. I don/t remember if the characters are the
same but if they/re not why wouldn/t Vonnegut think of
a new name. I thought it was interesting that Billy
cried when he saw the condition of the two horses, but
he hadn/t cried about anything else in the war. I was
trying to see the connection Vonnegut was making when
he said the tones of people speaking (after Dresden)
might have been those used by friends of Jesus when
they took His body down from the cross. The end of the
book seemed to make alot of connections to Jesus as if
Billy was some sort of Christ figure.
All of Sam/s freewritlng shows a willingness to
make connections.

His first one sees a connection

between Vonnegut/s style and the concept of freewriting
and admits that the reading was kind of interesting.
His second freewrite shows his attempt to connect Billy
to Christ at the end of the novel. Voice is more
confident at the end of the unit but both freewrltes
show creative leaps from the novel to larger issues.
He sees Elbow in Vonnegut/s writing in the first
journal and he connects Billy and Christ in the second.

Peter. 9/9/90 Ch.1 - This ls my second time
through and I have enjoyed it greatly both times.
Vonn/s style and thoughts make me think and keep my
attention. I must say I am very happy to have read
this book. It is an exceptional work and one of the
few anti-war stories around. Mrs. 0/Hare is right, as
ls Harrison Starr. Well I really don/t know what to
say. Maybe I will last this whole five minutes
writing, 11 If the ace l dent wi 1 1 • " I l i ke that . I 1 i ke
some of his phrases like and so on even though I havn/t
figured that out and if the accident will. I know what
to expect but don/t feel it will bore me the second
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time around I think that says something about his
writing to me. You always find something new and
interesting from it. Harrison Starr ls wright, wars
are like glaciers, and that ls what I feel this story
ls about.
10/5/90 Ch. 9+10 I found this book to be quite
interesting on a whole. Vonnegut/s style and
techniques keep the reader thinking and guessing. He
did this for me. Vonnegut pulls everything together in
the last two chapters. He pulls together everything he
said ln this book and brings it al 1 into his main
point. His point ls that war ls the worst experience
someone can face. The worst he has faced at least .
And we know this when he ties in his experiences in the
war. Particularly his return to Dresden with 0/Hare .
I think this is why his point hits home. We know and
are affected by his involvement in the war. I can see
why he wanted to write a humorous book after Sl.H.F.
After finishing these last two chapters I am ready to
go out and read Breakfast of Champions again it would
be a refreshing change. Maybe that is what it meant to
Vonnegut.
Peter/s freewritlng ls more extended than Sam/s
and he admits to having read this novel before in his
first freewrlte.

Both reactions are confident and

positive in voice and both think at length about the
material read.

Peter stays closer to the subject

matter than did Sam and he only extends beyond the
reading at the end when he thinks about Breakfast of
Champions, the novel Vonnegut wrote immediately after
Slaughterhouse-Five.

He remembers it as a humorous

book and he projects that Vonnegut wrote it as a
refreshing change from the gloom of this novel.

MA.t..t.. 9/9/90 Ch.1 - The first chapter of
Slaughterhouse- Five acts as more of an introduction
than a chapter of the book. Vonnegut really comes
through as a human being trying to write about a
confusing and painful experience. I think the broken
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style helps the reader because it isn/t just a book,
it/s also a looking glass into Vonnegut/s mind and
feelings. The way he falls to describe what happened
and how he feels reveals how he feels and how serious
the whole affair is. My father was ln Dresden a few
years ago, and there are still craters and ruins from
the war Forty years after the fact the city ls still
rebuilding. That says alot about the level of
destruction. Vonnegut clearly speaks out against war.
While I don/t agree with war or violence as a means of
solving disputes, I realize that lt ls the human
condition, as he explains.
10/5/90 Ch. 9+10 Slaughterhouse-Five seemed to me to
be the kind of book that you could keep on reading for
some time w/o getting really bored. Vonnegut had so
much to say about everything and the way the book is
written held my attention throughout. The final two
chapters were a good conclusion though. Instead of
Vonnegut just ending the book, he slowly centralizes
the subject onto what has been the core plot line
throughout - the war. The way Vonnegut interjects his
own life at the end gives the reader one big reality
slap - that the horror of war depicted in the book
actually happened to a human being.

Both of Matt/s journal reactions are interesting
and creative.

He sees Vonnegut/s style as a looking

glass into his mind in the first entry, and understands
the reason Vonnegut interjects his life Into the novel
again at the end.

His voice was strong in both pieces

and he was the most sophisticated in thinking about the
chapters he read.

Matt is a very gifted student and it

is obvious from both the summaries and freewrites
contained herein.

General Conclusions on Journals and Freewrites .
These open ended reflections were fun to read; these
students were trying to connect and muse about their
reading and thinking from beginning to end.
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Their

confidence in their writing grew as did the honesty in
their voices.

By the end they were feeling free to

criticize or draw any parallel to themselves and their
world. Their second entry journals indicated that they
felt they improved as they went along.

They saw

themselves opening up and becoming more able to comment
on the connections they saw between the theory and the
novel.

Both voice and the ability to draw creative

connections improved as they recorded their feelings
about the Unit in which they were engaged.

Creative Reaction to the Novel
When we began this unit students were told they
would be required to produce one large piece of work of
their own choice, and they were encouraged to pursue
any idea that interested them. All three came up with
ideas that intrigued them in their journals, drafted
them over several weeks and finally produced some
excellent although very divergent papers.
The final piece is a self selected creative
reaction connected to the unit.

This proved to be the

most interesting piece produced by each student.

Matt

wrote a free form philosophical reaction to the novel
about the nature of thought, free wil 1, determinism and
time.

Peter connected to the novel~s concept of

violence and death with a personal essay on a close
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frlend/s murder.

Sam reflected upon time ln a

beautiful reminiscence about his childhood.

I will

trace each work from its inception to its finish here.

~.

His paper began in a journal complaining

about his lack of time.

He connected this to some

later thoughts about growing up but feeling things rush
by him too quickly.

He addressed this subject in six

Journals over two weeks, then wrote a beautiful paper,
using two dra f ts. about his summer vacations on the
ocean as a child.

In looking back he feels everything

has changed, but concludes,
I wonder if everything really did change, or was
it Just me who changed and now sees things from a
different perspective. Is life, growing up, a gradual
downfall? My favorite thing is still sitting on the
sea wall watching the sun go down. It/s the only thing
I have left about my summers, besides my memories.
Sam changed his ideas the most as he ruminated
about this assignment.

His first comment on Time in

Journal format concludes, "Everything I say about
growing up and time flying by has probably all been
said many times before but I have never given it much
thought before."

From this beginning he writes a

personal account of a summer vacation spot from his
reminiscences over his own experience as a 7 year old
then a 17 year old.

He exhibited no metacognition in

this paper, but his voice was excellent in its longing
for childhood again.

He was motivated to do a great
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Job here and his creativity in using Vonnegut's idea of
time to return to his youth was very clever.

Peter.

His paper began with a connection to

Vonnegut/s helplessness about the horrors of war in a
journal the first week of class.

He connected an issue

discussed in his social Justice course about poverty in
the city to this violence In a second entry Journal and
ended up with a personal reflection about a friend of
his who was murdered in Boston. He concludes this
powerful piece with this thought,
Just as war cannot be justified, the situation we
face, which is gradually destroying our country, is
that people are needlessly dying in the streets. It ls
a war in itself. So it goes.
This writing I felt to be a very creative blending
of a number of problems this student was confronting.
The war with Iraq was in its embryonic stage,
Vonnegut's novel was shaking loose some ideas of how it
feels to see a city physically destroyed. and a
personal tragedy linked these concepts as he kept a
journal about his ideas.

He used his journal as a

springboard and came back to the idea in two drafts of
his paper.

His personal horror of losing a friend

found some development in Vonnegut's story, and his
conclusion ls the same as Vonnegut's,

11

So it goes.

II

He

can accept what he cannot change, but his essay argues
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Job here and his creativity in using Vonnegut/s idea of
time to return to his youth was very clever.

Peter.

His paper began with a connection to

Vonnegut/s helplessness about the horrors of war in a
journal the first week of class.

He connected an issue

discussed in his social Justice course about poverty in
the city to this violence in a second entry Journal and
ended up with a personal reflection about a friend of
his who was murdered in Boston. He concludes this
powerful piece with this thought,
Just as war cannot be Justified, the situation we
face, which ls gradually destroying our country, ls
that people are needlessly dying in the streets. It ls
a war in itself. Solt goes.
This writing I felt to be a very creative blending
of a number of problems this student was confronting.
The war with Iraq was in its embryonic stage,
Vonnegut/s novel was shaking loose some ideas of how lt
feels to see a city physically destroyed, and a
personal tragedy linked these concepts as he kept a
journal about his ideas.

He used his journal as a

springboard and came back to the idea in two drafts of
his paper.

His personal horror of losing a friend

found some development in Vonnegut/s story, and his
conclusion ls the same as Vonnegut,,s, "So it goes. II

He

can accept what he cannot change, but his essay argues
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for some assistance for inner city kids to avoid future
horrors.
Peter used the journal to generate a topic, some
notes from his Social Justice class for support, the
novel/s ideas about senseless death as a connector and
wrote two drafts and a substantially revised final
copy.

He used the unit/s process approach in creating

a riveting personal reflection.

I particularly liked

his going to a religion class for information, then the
leap to connecting senseless violence to a murder of a
friend.

His writing lead him to address his own

horror, his own experience with senseless death, much
like Vonnegut/s writing of Slaughterhouse-Five.

He

exhibits no metacognition in the paper but voice,
motivation and creativity were excellent.

l1£1.t_.

He wrote four freewrltes and a brainstorm

which basically told him what he did not want to write
about.

Finally he wrote a wandering essay which began

with an internal pep talk about knowing what he would
say but realizing it would change along the way.

He

begins ruminating about writing, then thinking, free
will, determinism, war, Martin Luther King/s comments
on violence, and concludes with his feelings on the
mind again.
At the end here I/m still faced with the mysteries
of the mind, and, because of the mlnd/s limits, the
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universal questions humans wrestle with. I can/t help
but think the Tralfamadorians have it real easy.
Everything ls determined and they accept it that way.
I suppose life wouldn/t be interesting, though, if we
thought events were already set. Perhaps that~s why we
cling to free-will; it ls the only way we can have some
sort of influence in a universe that doesn/t appear to
need us.
Matt was the most conditionally metacognitive in
his paper because he viewed himself while creating his
work and used the metacognltion as part of his paper.
Although in his second paper on his writing process he
claimed that knowing the theory would not affect his
writing process, his final paper ls based on watching
himself write as he writes.

He includes a number of

themes from the novel in a playful yet perceptive way.
His work was the most similar to Vonnegut/s novel
because he jumps around a bit, his voice ls inquisitive
and honest and his connections are very creative.

His

reasoning about the futility of man in the universe and
the limits of the mind are interesting; his comment on
why we cling to the concept of free will ls profound.

General Conclusions on creative Reaction.

The

three students observed in this unit progressed in
different ways from beginning to end.

Sam was insecure

early on but by the end was the most prolific of the
three students while freewriting.
extremely well written and sincere.

His final paper was
He struggled to

confront his topic in freewrites but came up with a
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great topic in the end.

Peter had good confidence

througout but hls sentences improved in flow and simple
grammatical correctness by the end.
truly moving.

His last work was

He saw the Impact most closely of a

senseless death.

Matt was a solid writer to begin

with, but he opened up through observing his process
and freewriting his thoughts.

His final paper was far

less inhibited than his earlier writing.

He used this

unit to free himself from some of his overly
restrictive writing habits.
<The Creative Reaction papers will be Included in
Appendix B.)

concluding Paragraphs
Five weeks after this unit was concluded I asked
each of the three students to reflect back on his
writing In the unit.

Here are their unedited responses

after a ten minute, in class freewrltlng exercise.

I

would like to conclude this Unit with their feelings
about their experiences.

They capture better than I

can the effect of this writing program and the way they
now feel about their writing abilities.

~.

In working on Slaughterhouse Five and all

the work we did that connected with the story I changed
my view on reading and writing totally.
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I began to see

how these things connected from the Murray, Moffett,
Berthoff and Elbow articles.

By reading something that

was interesting to me <sl-5> and analyzing many aspects
and themes in the story I realized that the real
meaning of the book was discovered within myself and
how the themes relate to me and things I do in my life.
With all the freewriting I realized how the words
develop their own meaning and how so many different
ideas can arise from freewriting <a constant revolt
against intent). This was stated in one of the articles
and I found it to be very true.

When I begin to write

about something, as I read it over and see what I
intended to write,

Peter.

it has totally changed.

Slaughterhouse-Five proved to be an

interesting book on the topic of life, death, and the
time in between.

This, however, did not seem to be our

main discussion.

Instead we studied and experimented

with our writing process.

Moffett, Murray, Berthoff

and Elbow all presented good and valid points on our
writing process that guided us to understand exactly
what we have been doing all year through Journals,
essays and freewrights.

Your thesis topic is an

interesting idea which could be very beneficial for
many reluctant and unknowledgeable students.
this class I fell under this category.

Maybe you can

do to students what this class did for me.
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Before

~.

Back t o ~ . eh?

Well, I think that whole

unit really helped me in a few different ways.

At

first, it seemed that we were going painfully slow, but
I see that it was necessary to explain everything.

Al 1

of Vonnegut/s major themes from every other book are
represented within SL5. so a close study of it enabled
us to study and extract themes on our own for the rest
of his literature.

The biggest help was the

analyzation of the writing process.

Again, while doing

it I felt that studying the writing process was
useless.

Now, after having reviewed my journal from

beginning to end, I see how much my freewriting and
criticism of writing have improved.

I am able to think

more clearly as I write, and I can proofread papers
with a new insight into their creation.
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C HAP T E R

V

CONCLUSION

In Vonnegut"s first chapter he writes,

11

! would

hate to tell you what this lousy little book cost me in
money and anxiety and time (p.2). 11
that right now.

I kind of feel

like

In any event, it ls time to draw some

general implications from this unit and the writing it
generated.

This chapter will look at three elements in

reviewing this project.
1.

Student attitudes towards the subject matter.

2.

Student attitudes towards their writing.

3.

Implications for other curriculum.

Student Attitudes towards the Sub,;ect Matter

Kurt Vonnegut.

The overall student reaction to

the novel, Slaughterhouse-Five, was almost unanimously
positive.

Students were fascinated by Vonnegut"s

unorthodox time structure and the bizarre theories he
espoused about free will and time.

The themes of the

novel were generally well handled by them although a
number of students were confused by the anti-climactic
ending.

They were looking for more of a po~itive
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conclusion and were disappointed by the way the book
seemed to peter out at the end.

Otherwise the general

reaction to this book was overwhelmingly positive.
The comment most frequently made in student
Journals referred to Vonnegut~s style.
it

11

Jumpy but smooth, 11

way, 11 or

11

twisted. 11

11

Students called

confuslng in an interesting

When the point was made in class

that life ls like this novel, Jumping from peaks to
valleys moment by moment, speeding by then slowing
down, looking back and seeing ahead, most students were
able to connect much more easily.

Vonnegut is an easy

writer to read in the sense that his prose style ls
quite colloquial; the philosophy was sometimes hard for
them, however.

I would say that the novel was an

unequivocal success.

Peter Elbow.

By far the most popular writing

theorist with my students was Peter Elbow.

The idea

that one can generate a great deal of writing quickly
ls inherently interesting to high school students.
They prized most the opportunity to explore their minds
unencumbered by rules or assignments. In reading their
journals I was struck by how open and honest they
became when thinking about their reading or the theory
or just about their girlfriend.

There were no

pretenses in the freewrites and there seemed to be much
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joy about watching themselves think on the spur of the
moment.
Our Friday Freewrlte was the most popular segment
of the week.

Not only did students love following

their thoughts <usually about the weekend>, they
readily volunteered to read them out loud to the class.
It struck me that students really crave a broad
audience for their ideas, an audience that does not
care about grammar but that ls interested in their
pursuit of ideas in life.

Students quickly adapted to

the freewrite form and used it fluently throughout the
unit.

Some even mentioned that they had begun

freewrite diaries and that they had used freewritlng in
other classes for rehearsal stage writing on other
assignments.

Donald Murray.
mixed.

Student reaction to Murray was

They understood the principles he laid out for

the stages of writing but they found his article a bit
confusing to read.

They were able to connect him to

the other theorists, most notably Elbow and Berthoff,
but most commented in their journals that they liked
Elbow better.

I think it ls a simple case of

simplicity versus complexity; students found Elbow
easier to read so they liked him better.
One Murray phrase turned up a number of times in
student writing in this unit.
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Students liked the idea

of writing as "a constant revolt against intent."

Many

also liked his picture of writing involving reading,
writing, collecting and connecting in a constantly
fluctuating way.

Students enjoyed the discussion of

the Murray piece but some struggled with reading it on
their own.

Ann Becthoff.

Student reaction to Berthoff was

generally good, although some students felt her
language was a bit difficult to understand at times.
Students liked the idea of composing in writing as
similar to making sense of the world.

Many also noted

her comment that we show students how to form by
showing them that they form.
The general principles she espouses, "whatever
you really learn you teach yourself," and, "what you
really learn ls what you discover,"
ideas to students.

were powerful

The fundamental confidence Berthoff

showed in students by saying, "I believe that students
like to think, if they think they can," was appreciated
by some in their journal reactions.

I would say that

Berthoff and Murray were received similarly; their
ideas were powerful but their prose was a bit difficult
for students to read comfortably.
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James Moffett.
universally negative.

Student reaction to Moffett was
This was the one piece of theory

I would change next time through the unit, although his
ideas about narrative stance are exactly on target as
far as connecting to Vonnegut/s novel goes.

Vonnegut

starts off the novel very close to the reader from a
first person perspective, then he moves back and tells
most of his story from a distant third person narrative
stance.

The problem was that the reading difficulty of

the passage was beyond even my best student/s
comprehension.

Matt, one of the subjects of my case

study, wrote, "I found this article to be extremely
boring.

His topic was interesting but it got lost in

the clutter.

His style was also filled with complex

vocabulary which made it more painful to read . "
Perhaps next time I could summarize this for my
students and Just give them Moffett/s chart of the
levels of discourse.

Because I was adamant that the

students directly read the theory I did not fully
consider how difficult Moffett would be for them.

I

guess I liked the ideas too much.

Student Attitudes towards their Welting

This element was the most heartening part of the
unit.

Student confidence in their writing ability
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improved vastly as they began to take over ownership of
their own writing.

They were not forced to use any of

the theory they read and they were not judged on any of
the /objective/ standards of an English teacher/s view
of perfection.

The students/ feelings about their

ability to make meaning skyrocketed.
I think there were two primary reasons for this
improvement.

First, many of these students had done

very little ungraded writing.

They were used to being

punished by a bad grade for what they thought were good
ideas.

They had been convinced of their inadequacies.

The better students had more confidence than the poorer
ones, but there were only a handfull at the start of
this unit who admitted to enjoying writing.
The second reason was the expanded audience for
which these students wrote.

Because they shared daily

Journals, freewrites and drafts of papers with each
other they had the chance to see writing in a more
social vein.

The broader audience also gave positive

feedback often which encouraged further effort.
At this point it is important to connect back to
Hillocks/ meta-analysis of writing research.

He

criticized the idea of mainly positive feedback, a
cornerstone of process writing,

because by his

research criteria it was less effective than the more
structured concept of what he described as the
/environmental mode./

The element he does not
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consider, in my opinion, is the increase in self
confidence and self knowledge brought on by process
writing.

The Joy of discovering through writing and

the spontaneity of discovering an inner self that can
not resist spewing out language on paper ls the
greatest gain of all.

The biggest battle ls to

convince students they are authors worthy of an
audience.
Another outgrowth of the freewriting aspect of
this project was the pure fun they had in writing
uncensored ramblings to each other.

They could not

wait to write the Friday freewrite and let everyone
know what was going on inside themselves.

The class

attitude about subject matter seemed to improve also
because they had the freedom to react negatively as
well as positively to the material covered.

As they

began to feel better about their writing they improved
as writers; it seemed their pride ln creating made them
more conscious of adhering to grammatical conventions
so they could be more easily understood by their peers.

Implications for Other Curriculum

The experience of directly exposing students to
writing theory was a new one for me.

Normally the

teacher ls the mediator between those who create theory
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and those trying to grasp it.

I think of the many

comments I/ve heard from students who felt they had to
learn in spite of a teacher rather than because of him.
The two big lessons of this unit have to do with power
sharing and ownership of ideas.
When a teacher writes with his students and reads
his material out loud, barriers begin to fal 1.

I can

never get out of a Friday class of mine now without
reading my freewrite.
of a group of learners.

Students and teacher become part
We are all trying to discover

what we have to say and we all listen to each other
trying to make meaning.
One freewrlte In this unit ls focussed on our
worst experience.

This stems from Vonnegut/s odd

attempt at telling about his worst experience in World
War II.

I wrote about the near death of my son at two

weeks old and the class was deathly still.

Then they

noticed that the voice of my freewrite seemed almost
emotionless.

"It doesn 1 t feel the same now,

11

I said.

When it happened I was almost crazy with fear but the
distance gave me some perspective.

Vonnegut 1 s voice

now was understandable to them and a number chose a
worst experience to write about for their final paper.
One can be found in Appendix B of this project.

By

revealing my weakness, I helped them become more able
to be strong.

The power was equalized as I became just

another human being with his own problems.
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The last issue involving ownership of ideas is
important too.

Teachers can not write for students.

In the end, what they have to say is their own
property.

It is the teacher/s job to create

opportunities for students to experience language and
to make it their own.

This unit did change the way my

students think about their writing.

When confronting a

blank page and no directions, most people are lost.

I

now have legions of students dying to fill those pages.
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~evisioN

O.K.,so I think I've got it all figured out.

I've got my topic

in mind, along with plenty to say about it.

Only, I know that along

the way, scmewhere, somehow, it will change.

My mind can't be happy

with what I've al.ready planned.
to better what I have to say.

It continues to work, endlessly trying
I suppose my brain especially can't

quit now because of the nature of this paper.
couldn't possibly begin to scratch the surface.
mind really work.

Five written pages
How does the human

Seems like a very simple question.

would tell me about neurons and chemical reactions.

A scientist
As fascinating

as that is, it doesn't cover the part of "how" that I am interested
in.

Maybe •why?" would ~ea more appropriate wording.

why, there simply is.•

·There is no

Thank you very much, Mr . Tral.famadorian, but

that just doesn't do it for me.

Is the mind really responsible for

itself or is there some elusive, abstract force or being that determines
it?
For thousands of years people have wondered about the human mind,
and the incredible burden that accompanies it - conscious thought.
Conscious thought is joined by the most frightening stipulation to
being human,_. responsibility for actions.
Christians say.

At least, that is what the

And, right or wrong that is what the greater part of

the world lives by.

All forms of laws and regulations indicate that

we are responsible for what we do, and will be punished for any
violation of accepted behavior.

The very fact that laws exist indicates

that the mind doesn't always function properly, or, at least that we
are capable of ignoring it when it does.

It doesn't make much sense.

The organ that separates us from all other forms of life, that is
responsible for every function, is capable of ignoring itself.
smart as it is, the mind sure is stupid.

As

I can understand that

mechanical. errors cause failures in the mind,rbut I also don't think
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it is right to punish so~eone who is victimized by such failures .
definitely not arguing for anarchy.

I am

I understand that the laws are

structured as best they can be, at least to a

certain extent.

will has to be accounted for to keep some sort of order.

Free

I can't say

"I'm sorry officer, but I always have driven through that stop sign,
and I always will.

The moment is structured that way.•

Aside from a

big fat ticket, I might find myself in jail for a night or two.
Why does the mind perpetually wonder why it works as it does?
The question of free-will versus determinism is important in one context,
but on the grand scale of things it . is not really that pivotal.
~ i s t s and they attribute their minds with operating them.
based upon this.
minds best.

Humanity

Society is

Wars a.re fought over which hmnans have used their

Being human is basically the instinct of survival coupled

with a desire to •survive" better than everyone else.

We are animals

that know that you don't have to accept your situation.

It seems to me

that the knowledge of that one fact dictates all other human behavior.
Whether a person is good or bad, in generic terms, they are still acting
on that knowledge.
in the wrong way.
others.

The really bad people go about bettering themselves
The good people do so in a way that doesn't hurt

The really good people decide to help others better themselves,

rather than ~rry about their own personal good.
key to the great mystery of free-will.

Perhaps that is the

The deterministic factor for

humans is the knowledge that one's situation can improve.

Then, with

that·seed implanted in our heads, we are released into the world to
react however we see fit.
Honestly, though, I think we trouble ourselves a great deal to
figure out a moot point.

Whether we are free to act as we please,

or have a set life to follow, life will go on.

As far back as written

history goes, man has basically remained the same.
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Whether we are

free to act as we do or are determined to act that way, the human condition
has remained the same.

Humans act out greed either way.

we are hopeless, and have to act greedy forever.

I am not saying

Plenty of people are

selfle~s, but the vast ~ajority of people think mostly of themselves
before others, if they even consider others at all.
but the mind only thinks naturally of its owner.

I don't know why,

Maybe the selfish

instinct of survival has carried itself into every action.

We are

•above• merely surviving, but the instinct permeated our entire being
so we still look our for

tl above all others.

Looking out for yourself is fine, and is to be expected, but it
has gotten to a point where we either don't think of others or we even
wantonly disregard them.

Vonnegut touches upon this issue when he

talks about his stories in chapter one of Slaughterhouse Five.
says that he had never written a story with villains in it.
that is where free-will versus determinism steps in.

He

I guess

If humans are

puppets, then we have no hope of a villain~less existence.

But, if

we are truly free, then one of the highest goals we could set would
be to eliminate villains by thinking and acting universally instead
of personally.
Unfortunately, in the past as well as now, mankind has failed
miserably.

We continue to be selfish and act senselessly.

horrific by-product of the human condition is war.
is Kurt Vonnegut's attempt to comment on war.

The most

Slaughterhouse Five

One of his most poignant

statements is that nothing intelligent can be said about a massacre.
I ~ould not agree more.

War, or any other form of violence to resolve

problems, is not really a solution.

I honestly doubt if I will ever

understand how the mind can feel that war accomplishes anything.

It

is one of the greatest falicies the mind posesses.
As Dr. Martin Luther King once said, "Violence ends by defeating
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itself.

It creates bitterness in the survivors and brutality in the

destroyers.•

In the end, everyone truly loses in war.

Perhaps that

is the main reason I fail to understand the reasoning behind war.
The human mind feels war is a plausible solution, yet it is the minds
of those who survive that are most deeply scarred.

The death and destruction

created by war, as horrible and unprecedented as they are, can be
viewed as the means to an end.
people, though not to myoelf.

That can be somewhat logical to some
Aside from that, though, if we look

at the end, I still fail to see victory of any sort.

Bow can those

who •win• hope to live out normal lives, or be unaffected by the means
to their end.

Even if the goal is noble, proper, and in the way of

right, war is not the way to go about achieving it.
Well, after achieving several pages of writing that are the result
of many hours of thought, I am not much better off.

I am still faced

by the mysteries of the mind, and, because of the minds limits, the
universal questions humans wrestle with.

Why do all of these things

trouble me, as well as millions of other people?

Why have countless

individuals dedicated their lives to the purpose of resolving them?
I think mostly because they are so interesting, unknown, and maybe even
because our egos won't allow us to walk away from them.

We feel so

insignificant on the universal scale that we have to find a purpose
for our ex~stence.

Of course, that is another part of the human

condition - the need for structure, order, and purpose.
another chapter in anQther book.

I can't help but think that the

Traifamadorians have it real easy.

Everything is already determined,

· and they have learned to accept it that way.
live the good times.

But that is

All they have to do is

I suppose life wouldn't be as interesting, though,

if we thought events were already set.

Maybe that's why we cling to

free-will - it is the only way we can have some sort of influence in
a universe that doesn't appear to need us.
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